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An important feature of the book is its extremely simple mode of presentation. The mental viewpoint of the student is always before the author and he makes frequent use of repetition where necessary for emphasis. The practical mechanic as well as the student will appreciate and find valuable the easy-to-read descriptions and clear cut illustrations of every type of electrical equipment for automobiles, trucks, and tractors.
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Edited by BENJAMIN R ANDREWS, PH.D., Teachers College, Columbia University

THE FAMILY AND ITS MEMBERS

By Anna Garlin Spencer

A frank discussion of the problems of family adjustment which inhere in the new freedom and opportunity of women, in the modern challenge of all inherited institutions, in the reaction upon the household of machine-dominated industry, and in the new ideals of personal development for young and old.

It is intended to meet the needs of college and teacher-training school students, of university extension classes, of study groups in household economics, social welfare, etc.

Questions accompany each chapter which may serve as a basis for supplementary reading, research work, subjects for essays and topics for debate.

SUCCESSFUL FAMILY LIFE ON THE MODERATE INCOME Its Foundations in a Fair Start The Man's Earnings The Woman's Contributions The Cooperation of the Community Mary Hinman Abel

Valuable text for the course in Household Management. Emphasizes the mental attitude so important in housekeeping, rather than concentrating wholly upon purely practical and concrete matters.

Subject has been tested both exhaustively and sanely. Presents in a very interesting way problems with which every homemaker is confronted.

Home Economics Teachers who are endeavoring to make their work vital and practical will find this a valuable book.

Much helpful reference material is given.

CLOTHING CHOICE, CARE, COST

Mary Schenck Woolman, B. S. Second Edition, Revised

A High School Text in Textiles which faces the everyday living conditions of the people.

Most comprehensive, thorough, and exceedingly practical in treatment.

Brings together the producer, the manufacturer, the merchant and consumer in a better understanding of the problems of each.

The consumer is educated to the intelligent selection and care of clothing and textiles.

Supplies valuable reference material for which there has been a long-felt need.

ANNA GARLIN SPENCER

Mrs. Anna Garlin Spencer began her public literary work with contributions to the "Frederick Journal" in 1871. For many years she was a contributor to many other newspapers and magazines including "The Woman's Journal," "Harper's Bazaar," "Century," and for several special publications. Her career as a public speaker began in 1871 at a meeting of the Woman's Suffrage Society of Massachusetts presided over by James Freeman Clarke. She was introduced to the audience by William Lloyd Garrison. She served for fourteen years as an exchanged member of the Religious Society of Bell St. Chapel Providence and from 1905-13 she was Associate Director of Staff Lectures of the New York School of Philosophy. Her experience in the field of education has also been of a very extensive character. She was special lecturer on sociology at the University of Wisconsin, was associated with Dr. Felix Adler in the Ethical Culture Society and was Director of the Summer School of Ethics, American Ethical Union, N. Y. of The Institute for Social Service, Milwaukee, helped to inaugurate the Wisconsin State University Extension Service, was Professor of Sociology and Ethics at the University of Wisconsin, State University and at Teachers College, Columbia University, and at general lectures before professional classes and for public organizations of an educational and social nature. She is a member of the American Sociological Society, American Social Hygiene Assoc., the Federation of Religious Leagues, Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, the National Educational Assoc., the Progressive Education Association, National Committee for Mental Hygiene and other similar organizations. She is Hon. Vice President of the National Council of Women of the United States and is a member of the League of Women Voters. Mrs. Spencer's participation in so many and varied phases of human endeavor serving the one great purpose, "human betterment," has given her that comprehensive view of conditions which impress one as her lectures and books. Her devotion sympathetic understanding and practical wisdom are evident on every page of her new book THE FAMILY AND ITS MEMBERS.
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Oliver Machinery Company
Grand Rapids, Michigan, U. S. A.
SIDNEY ENGINE LATHES
for Vocational Schools offer to the student an opportunity to become familiar with every modern convenience known in lathe manufacture, and to operate a tool which will perform the work with absolute accuracy. No detail is overlooked which will make the use of Sidney Lathes a practical course of instruction in lathe operation.

The illustration shows a 10" x 5' Sidney Standard Pattern Lathe. Other sizes up to 36" swing in Standard and Heavy Patterns.

Details free to vocational instructors. Ask for Bulletin No 1 B.

THE SIDNEY MACHINE TOOL CO
SIDNEY, OHIO
NEWS NOTES

NIGHT SCHOOL
OPPORTUNITIES ARE
BROADCASTED IN
CINCINNATI

Due to the courtesy of the Crossley Manufacturing Company of Cincinnati, the Department of Vocational Education of the Public Schools is announcing the reopening of night school classes on January 2nd.

Over 9000 citizens of your city are enrolled in the evening schools. Some are struggling to obtain a general high school education, an opportunity which was denied them when they were younger. Some are finishing the elementary grades. Some are studying subjects which will help them in their daily work and which will mean a larger pay envelope in the future.

Mothers are going to school to receive help on their problems of sewing. Girls employed during the day are going to school at night so that they may be better prepared when they establish homes of their own. These are the pupils of the evening schools of your city.

Since the elementary and high school classes have been in session since September 18th you could hardly make up the work if you started now. However, you left school day with only part of a year's credit, you should get in touch with the Board of Education and be directed to the school where you can start again where you left off.

It is of the vocational work, especially, that I wish to speak, as that type of education is largely individual instruction and we shall be very glad to enroll you in classes which attract your interest.

WOMEN'S CLASSES

Afternoon classes meeting from 1 to 4 o'clock one day each week are held in a number of schools. Mothers are helped in their sewing by expert teachers.

Evening classes for women in sewing, cooking, millinery and embroidery are offered in our high schools and elementary schools. The classes in the elementary schools start again on January 2nd. Those in the East and West High Schools do not open until February 5th. These evening classes meet two nights each week from 7:30 to 9:30 P.M.

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING COURSES IN VERMONT

St Johnsbury, Vermont, has been offering for the past four years courses of instruction for apprentices employed in the Farber Company. The school is under the direct supervision of the City Board of Education, the plant furnishing buildings and equipment.

Enrollment in these courses has increased from twelve the first year to seventy-two at the present time, nine of the initial number having completed the four-year training course and being at the present time employed as full-time workers in the factory. Four full-time instructors conduct these classes on the week about plan, work in the factory being carefully supervised by the Director, who superintends the boys on productive work from the beginning.

The popularity of this type of training is evidenced not only by the interest of local boys, but also by a number of requests for admission to classes received from boys living in near-by towns.

Springfield, Vermont, is conducting similar training courses in cooperation with the Jones and Lamson Machine Tool Company.

A PROPOSED NEW YORK STATE APPRENTICESHIP LAW

The legislature of New York is considering the passage of a state-wide apprenticeship law. This bill, the result of state-wide investigation carried on by Mr. L. A. Wilson, State Director for Vocational Education, proposes to lega-
the apprenticeship agreements with minors over sixteen years of age who desire to enter into contract to learn a trade. It provides a probationary period of three months, during which time either party may, by serving notice in writing, terminate the agreement. The pledge on the part of the employer, firm, or association is to properly teach or cause to be carefully taught to such an apprentice, the trade, craft, or business or branch thereof to which such minor is apprenticed. At the expiration of the apprenticeship period and upon the satisfactory completion of training, a certificate may be issued by the individual, firm or association and the State Department of Education.

A fund is to be provided for carrying into effect the provisions of this act and for the purpose of making studies and investigations that will stimulate the development of modern apprenticeship training.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION MANAGEMENT

Because of the increase in association activities, and in response to a request, the New York University has arranged to give a course in Association Management. This course will treat of the problems confronting National Association secretaries. The material of the course will be drawn from practical experience, and members of the class will be encouraged to bring in problems arising in their own organization.

The following is a topical outline covering the fifteen lectures:

1. The Manager—His Function and Qualifications
2. Building a Program of Work
3. Incorporation, Constitution, By-Laws
5. Income—Membership Promotion and Maintenance—Contributions
6. Expenditures—Budgetary Control and Purchasing
7. Accounting
8. Headquarters
9. Association Publicity
10. Minutes, Records, Forms, Filing
11. Staff Selection and Administration
12. Committees, Divisions, Bureaus
13. Reports, Bulletins, Newsletters, Service
14. Conventions and Meetings
15. Carrying Out a Sample Activity

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS

1. USE OF THE ADVISORY BOARD

The New York State Agricultural Teachers Bulletin for January, 1923, lists the following problems as those in which advisory boards have rendered, and can render, valuable assistance to the teacher of agriculture:

1. Recruiting pupils for vocational classes. One of the most difficult problems of a teacher of agriculture is to 'sell' the vocational courses to the boys and young men of the community.

A group of practicing farmers occupy a strategic position in that they can urge upon boys and young men the importance of specific training for farming, and also upon the fathers of boys the importance of giving their sons an opportunity for training. The experience of teachers has been successful in conducting short courses points conclusively to the fact that their advisory boards were the largest single factor in making the courses a success.

2. Assist in building the course of study. When a local enterprise survey has been taken and when other facts have been gathered, the advisory board members, because of their close contact with farming, are able to render valuable assistance in determining the place of the various enterprises in the agricultural course. Their advice and suggestions furnish a very valuable check on the studies made by the teacher.

3. Teach skills in the various enterprises. Mention has already been made of the inclusion of instruction in skills as a phase of the teacher's job. The listing of the appropriate skills in the various enterprises presents a real problem to the teacher, and one concerning which he needs to secure the valuable assistance of farmers.

4. Visit pupils on their projects. The boys in any class in agriculture who are engaged in conducting supervised practice work will have their interest greatly stimulated, if at some time during the growing season, they can be visited by a group of the successful farmers of the community. A trip planned by the teacher of agriculture, and including the principal and advisory board members, to visit each of the boys at the scene of his farm will not only serve to stimulate the boy's interest in the worthwhileness of farming, but will also serve to acquaint the members of the party with the problems of instruction and thereby increase their efficiency as advisory board members.

5. Giving talks and demonstrations. During the season when farm work is least pressing, farmers are usually glad to come to the school and give talks or demonstrations to the boys, either in the regular course or in the short winter course. Also these men may give material assistance in conducting other than their own enterprises, or in cooperation with the school, helpful demonstrations and tests, such as, ear-to-row improvement of corn, tuber unit selection of potatoes, liming and inoculation tests, fertilizer tests, spraying demonstrations and pruning demonstrations.

SPECIAL COURSE IN AGRICULTURE

At their regular meeting on Monday evening, November 6, the Hopewell Township Board of Education gave their consent to allow farm boys, who are unable to get away to school during the fall and spring months, and who desire to enter the Agricultural course, to attend school for four or four-and-a-half months during the winter season. By this plan any boy who has completed the Eighth Grade work and who is not over twenty years of age, may enter school to take the agricultural work and any other high school classes which he is capable of entering. If any such boy desires to do so, he may spend the entire forenoon in the agricultural department and then return home, or he may spend the afternoon in other classes.

He will also be given the choice of spending only half the forenoon in agricultural work and the remainder of the time in other classes.

While attending this course the student will be under the same rules and regulations of discipline as the regular four-year pupils.

If satisfactory evidence is given at the expiration of the course credit will be given for the amount of work completed.

There is a great opportunity and every farm boy who has not already had the work should take advantage of it.—Bridgetown, New Jersey Farming News

TENNESSEE'S RANK IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN THE SOUTHERN REGION AND THE UNITED STATES

The sixth annual report of the Federal Board of Vocational Education, which is just off the press, shows that Tennessee ranks fourth in number of agricultural departments, third in the number of pupils taking agriculture and first in the project earnings of the states in the Union reporting project returns, Ohio and Massachusetts out-ranked Tennessee. This gives Tennessee the third place in project returns in the United States.

The following table will show the standing by states in the Southern Region in 1922:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>No. Enrolled</th>
<th>School Earnings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1660 $26,762.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>2837 45,224.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>962 12,799.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2706 49,999.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>850 8,490.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>2295 31,204.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2985 44,852.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>885 28,146.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1273 29,283.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>7827 27,850.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1726 45,801.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1175 38,285.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Utah State Farm Bureau appointed a standing committee on Vocational Education to adopt a farm bureau policy to foster better adaptation of rural schools to rural needs. County educational committees will be appointed. It is planned to set up...
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OBJECTIVES FOR FIVE YEARS, WITH PORTIONS OF THE PROGRAM TO BE ACCOMPLISHED AT THE END OF THE FIVE YEARS

ROY A. OLNEY assistant state supervisor of agriculture in North Carolina since September 1, 1920, began work in West Virginia the first of this month. In his new position, Mr. Olney will be associated with Dr. Winkler and Professor H. B. Allen in the teacher-training work in the College of Agriculture. He will divide his time between resident instruction and field work with teachers in service.

The Luther Progressive Farmers Club was organized at the close of the Short Unit Course last year. The object of this organization shall be to promote a more careful study of the science and practice of agriculture in its various branches, to aid in the standardization of crops of this community, and to aid in the improvement of all crop and livestock enterprises.

The work for the first year was a study of various crops and methods. Each topic was selected by a committee two or three weeks before the time for discussion. This gave plenty of time for preparation. These meetings were well attended, and the members all say that this work has been a great deal to them—_Newslette,r, Oklahoma Society for Vocational Education.

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Are you planning to take thought during the new year and thereby add several credits to your professional stature? We have noticed that growth and development within a department go hand in hand with the professional growth of the teacher. The monthly reports indicate that many of the teachers regard the reading of one or two farm papers sufficient for professional growth. Let every teacher sit down in the quiet of his study some evening and ask himself the following questions:

1. Am I enthusiastic about my profession?
2. Am I supporting the State Association?
3. Do I know about the newest things in education?
4. Do I know the leaders in education and their writings?

COMMERCIAL ITEMS

Commercial high schools have a definite place in our educational system. They have not always exercised leadership which we have a right to expect but their principals are awakening to their great opportunity and responsibility. An important conference of such principals and directors of commercial education was held in Philadelphia, March 27, just before the E.C.T.A. meeting. This meeting has been called by the Federal Board for Vocational Education. Attendance will be restricted to commercial high-school principals and directors of public-school business education. Any problems of interest to these groups only will be on the program.

Dr. W. W. Charters of Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, is making a thorough research study in the field of secretarial service. He has to determine exactly what are the duties of a secretary. This study should afford a good basis for the development of better secretarial training courses.

Two courses in commercial education will be offered in the summer session of the Graduate School of Education of Harvard University next summer. These courses are intended to be leadership courses in this field. One will deal with high school commercial education problems and the other with problems of commercial education supervision. Those who care to do so, may combine one of these courses with subject-matter courses in selected business subjects at Simmons College, which is conveniently located for this purpose.

A special effort is being made by the Prince School of Training for Store Service, Boston, to interest members of the present class in public-school retailing teaching. That they may be better prepared for this work, a composite thirty-hour course in vocational guidance, office organization, business management, and commercial education is being given by Dr. John W. Brewer and Professor F. G. Nichols of Harvard, and Dr. Edward H. Eldredge and Miss Clara F. Sykes of Simmons College.

Mr. Frank Meredith, head of the Commercial Department of Montclair, New Jersey, High School, has organized his students into a service bureau for the handling of all business matters connected with the school's activities. He hopes to present his plan in an early number of this magazine.

PUBLIC EVENING SCHOOL

FILING COURSE,

TRENTON, N. J.

The Trenton Board of Education last fall provided a filing course for office executives and assistant to give them an opportunity to become thoroughly conversant with standard filing equipment, methods and procedure. This work was organized under the direction of Paul S. Iannaccone, Director of Business Education, in cooperation with the commercial education committee of the Chamber of Commerce, who felt that one of the major present needs of Trenton business establishments was better trained file clerks.

This first filing course proved a success with the result that a second class was organized on January 18 being preceded by a public filing educational meeting at the Chamber of Commerce. The course is an intensive one covering just seven weeks, two evenings a week on Mondays and Thursdays, 7-9 p.m. The teacher of the course is J. S. Farnum, A. B., Hamilton College, who has had special filing education and extensive experience.

METHODS COURSES FOR COMMERCIAL TEACHERS IN SERVICE, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Temple University, Philadelphia, through its Saturday morning and late afternoon courses for commercial teachers, is endeavoring to render a real service to those ambitious and conscientious teachers who wish to improve in knowledge of subject matter and methods of instruction and at the same time secure degree credits in the School of Commerce or Teachers College.

While the courses are planned essentially for teachers in service, they are proving attractive to grammar-school teachers of the upper grammar grades who have decided to enter the commercial-teaching field, to teachers in business colleges who desire to enter public-school work, and to normal-school pupils who have a knowledge of subject matter, but who wish to study methods of presentation from the practical viewpoint.

Six-hour courses are offered in subject matter and methods of teaching elementary bookkeeping and business practice, advanced bookkeeping and business law, Gregg and Pitman shorthand, typewriting, business arithmetic, office practice and penmanship. A course in general methods in commercial education and one in accounting for teachers have been added this year.

In the methods courses, the first hour of each lecture period is devoted to a discussion of subject matter and methods of teaching the particular topic under consideration. This is followed by a model lesson on that topic, presented by the instructor. The presentation is then discussed by the class.

Previous knowledge of subject matter is required, of course, as it would manifestly be impossible to cover both principles and methods of teaching in a sixty-hour course. Those phases of subject matter in each course most difficult to teach are selected for development in the model lessons.

The popularity of these courses is shown by the fact that the first year they were offered, 1919-1920, only two courses were given with less than twenty-five in attendance. This was nearly doubled in 1920-1921. This year eleven courses are offered, and while registration is not complete the enrollment is nearly double that of 1920-1921. The summer school attendance in 1921 was 156 in 1922 it was 66.
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HOME ECONOMICS
REPORT OF VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS CONFERENCE T (?)X

The Annual Vocational Home Economics Conference which was held at the Rice Hotel in Houston, November 27, 28 and 29, was indeed a typical Texas "round up" of vocational home economists, teachers and supervisors from all parts of the state. Fifty out of the fifty-four white day-school teachers were present, all towns except Arkansas, Hillsboro and Marfa being represented. Although our one hundred and twenty-three delegates had been seen in the round-up of last year, it was a most successful conference.

Reports on what is actually being accomplished in teaching vocational home economics throughout the state of Texas were brought out in the roll call which opened the first morning session of the conference. The outstanding accomplishments of the conference were first, the specific help in the teaching of the related course in design and suggestions for laboratory practice for the entire course, second, a complete revision of the household management course with definite laboratory practice suggested, third, a start in evening-school work.

CAN THE COST OF OPERATING YOUR HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT BE REDUCED?

Suggestions for Food Courses from Idaho

It is desirable that products from food classes be actually used to an extent as possible, thus ensuring a utilitarian value to class work, enables a class to handle food in family-sized quantities, and reduces operating costs. Courses should be planned with disposal of products in mind. Reproduction of processes must, of course, be watched.

Food Preservation and Storage
1. Can for family use.
2. For meal service during the year (limited quantities)
3. For any convenient charitable institutions (fruit or vegetable contributions often made, which can be preserved in the department or may furnish material to be canned)
4. For individual homes (housewives glad to furnish materials, often a surplus, for the canning)
5. For sale purposes There are few places that do not afford a market for at least a small amount of canned food. Can a variety of fruits and vegetables in small quantities. Can at least one fruit and vegetable in family-sized quantity. Make at least one variety of jelly and marmalade in family-sized quantity. Make at least one variety of pickles in family-sized quantities
6. Store eggs for department used store for family use

Compute cost of all foods prepared in family-sized quantities. Include fuel and temporary cost of jars

Food Preparation and Meal Service
Use lunchroom for disposal of materials (if this is possible)
Serve lunches to teachers
Serve meals for small groups as occasion may provide
Serve suppers to football and basketball teams, debating team, etc.
Prepare meats, chickens, desserts, etc, for church suppers, etc.
Dress and staff a limited number of church and thanksgiving turkeys.
Prepare meals for homes (roasts, stews, etc, may be brought by pupils and returned to homes)
Prepare food for sale, or by orders. Lessons in bread, cake and pastry may be supplied in such manner
Occasional sales of food suitable for lunches may be held (if there is no lunchroom)

Coca, soup, scalloped dishes, occasionally cookies and desserts are suggestive. These sales should, of course, be announced in advance.

As a means of cutting down expenses the girls can sometimes furnish their own material and take the finished product home. We have made roasts, pot roasts, and stews, cakes and cookies. We also bake for the restaurants. We sell at cost and turn this money back into groceries.

PERSONAL ITEMS

Miss Wylie B McNeal formerly State Supervisor of Minnesota, has been appointed Head of the Home Economics Department of the State University of Minnesota, to succeed Mrs Mildred Weygand Wood.

Miss Alice Harly, formerly Home Economics Supervisor of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, has been appointed State Supervisor of Minnesota to succeed Miss Wylie B McNeal.

Miss Ethel Davis has been made County Supervisor of Home Economics for Allegheny County, Pennsylvania

CHANGES IN THE HOME ECONOMICS STAFF, FEDERAL BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Miss Anna E Richardson resigned her position as Chair of the Home Economics Service, Federal Board for Vocational Education, at the beginning of the year, to accept the deanship of the Home Economics Division of Iowa State College. Miss Richardson had been with the Board since its organization first as an agent, and for the past four years as Chief of the Home Economics Service. Much of the success of the work in home economics throughout the country has been due to her vision of its possibilities and to her wise leadership.

Miss Adeline S Bogue for the last four years Special Agent for Home Economics in the southern and central regions has been appointed Chief of the Home Economics Service, to succeed Miss Anna E Richardson.

Miss En犁e M Thomas formerly State Supervisor of North Carolina, has been appointed Special Agent for Home Economics Education, Federal Board for Vocational Education
I have used your pamphlets in my classes for a number of years and have found them very satisfactory. They are well written and contain well selected problems.

J. E. Ottendorfer,
Department of Mathematics,
Massachusetts Agricultural College

These Texts Are Used By 357 Schools and Colleges

The pamphlet texts published by the International Textbook Company cover practically every business and technical subject taught in the schools and colleges of the United States. The following partial list shows the character of schools and colleges that are using the texts:

- University of Pennsylvania
- Virginia Military Institute
- United States Marine Corps
- Los Angeles Board of Education
- University of California
- Yale University
- Atlanta Board of Education
- Catholic University of America
- Emporia High School
- Brighton High School
- New York Board of Education
- Pratt Institute
- Drexel Institute
- Utah Agricultural College

Write for Catalogs

We shall be glad to send you catalogs describing both the Trade and Technical Text and the Business and Commercial Texts published by the International Textbook Company. Write, too, for a sample text. Be sure to state the subject in which you are most interested.

INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY
Box 6931, Scranton, Penna.

"-----and this, is our completely equipped Metal Working Department."

An introductory statement that heads of Vocational Schools are only too glad to make to visitors if the department they are showing is equipped with MONARCH Engine Lathes.

When going through your school with the industrial executive, who may send men to you for training, or when showing your Metal Working Department to prospective students and their parents, your MONARCH Lathes can be pointed to with pride.

The captain of industry knows that MONARCH Lathes are standard equipment in machine shops. And this point is a good one to emphasize to students and parents, setting forth that your teaching and the pupil's practice is upon equipment of the size, and amid surroundings that simulate actual shop conditions, which be encountered after leaving school.

Among teachers of the manual arts, the MONARCH Engine Lathes are too well known to require description here. Their installation in scores of Vocational Schools is a splendid tribute to the standing of Monarch Lathes in the metal working world and vocational trainer's estimation.

Let us send you our newest, completely illustrated catalogue of MONARCH Engine Lathes—the book is free and you will find it worth while having.

THE MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CO
431 Oak Street
Sidney, Ohio

MONARCH Engine Lathes are built up to 30-inches swg. and have been standard equipment in vocational schools for years.
TRADE NOTES

THF OLIVER No 192 18-INCH PORTABLE BAND SAWING MACHINE

The Oliver Machine Company of Grand Rapids, Michigan, have just placed on the market a wood-cutting band saw of more than ordinary merit. The wheels are 18 diameter and so located that the machine has full capacity of 18 between saw and column. They chose 18 because after experimenting with 12 14 16 and 18 wheels, they found that 18' is about 3/4 small as the machine can be made in a practical way and have the band saw blades not crystallite. It was also very noticeable that with shorter saw blades than this machine uses 18', that the saws needed sharpening too often. That is why they standardized and adopted 18' as their small band saw.

The machine is ball bearing throughout so that it is portable, self-contained even when motor driven, and directly fitted with motor cord and switch ready for use when attached to the ordinary lamp socket.

Special features of this machine which entitle it to the name of universal saw are the large cast iron table, the mitre cross-cut gauge and the parallel ripping fence. These are very well illustrated in the cut where the ripping fence and cross cut gauge are shown on the table.

Saws up to 3/4" wide are ordinarily used on this machine and by using the gauges, will rip up to 11" wide and cut-off and mitre up to 8' wide. The table tilts to forty five degrees. Free

The machine may be furnished with or without the floor base for mounting on bench the method of drive is through a reduction gear box with hard steel pinion and composition spur gear, all running in oil.

The machine is completely rigged so that parts are interchangeable, and the belt driven machine can be converted into a motor driven machine at any time. By means of the simple drive and the ball bearings, the power consumption is decidedly low and full efficiency is secured.

The enclosed motor, which is also a ball bearing motor of 1/3 HP, 1800 RPM, operates the saw at full capacity.

The machine is especially desirable in small shops where the initial cost of the band saw is of vital importance. It is also handy in large plants to put these saws in each department to save the time in going to and from a big machine.

Large production permits the putting of these machines on the market at a very low price.
LIPPINCOTT’S STANDARD VOCATIONAL TEXTS

LIPPINCOTT’S HOME MANUALS
Edited by B R Andrews Ph.D
Five Volumes Now Ready
Per Volume, $2.50

LIPPINCOTT’S FARM MANUALS
Edited by Kary C. Davis Ph.D
Fourteen Volumes Issued to Date
Per Volume, $2.50

There is probably no teacher of Vocational Agriculture or Home Economics in the country who is not familiar with Lippincott’s Farm Manuals and Lippincott’s Home Manuals. These have found cordial welcome in every state of the Union and are used in practically all sections of the globe.

LIPPINCOTT’S FARM LIFE TEXTS
FOR SMITH HUGHES SCHOOLS
Edited by Kary C. Davis, Ph.D
Five Volumes Ready
Per Volume, $1.75

THE INSTRUCTOR, THE MAN AND THE JOB $1.75

THE FOREMAN AND HIS JOB $3.50 Two Excellent Books by Charles R. Allen, Formerly Member of the Federal Board Vocational Educ., Ass’t Supt. of Training, U. S. Shipping Board. Emergency Fleet Corporation. Mr. Allen’s methods are a demonstrated success, and the results they have given under exacting conditions can be duplicated in any shop. Practically everyone who has contributed anything worth while in this field has either studied or worked with Mr. Allen.

SUCCESSFUL FAMILY LIFE ON THE MODERATE INCOME $2.00
By Mary H. H. Abel. Its Foundation in a Fair Start. The Man’s Earnings. The Woman’s Contribution. Cooperation of the Community. This text is for all those who are giving attention to the present day problems of the family.

CLOTHING CHOICE, CARE, COST $2.00
For high school classes in textiles. Faces the every-day living conditions of the people and treats clothing in its selection, care and cost. By Mary Scheor Woolman. B. S.

THE WORKER AND HIS WORK $2.00
A collection of writings for boys and girls who must select their right vocations. 350 pages 16 illustrations. By Stella S. Center, A. B., A. M.

A HUNDRED THINGS A GIRL CAN MAKE $2.50
By Bonnie E. Snow and Hugo B. Frerichs.

VOCATIONAL CHEMISTRY $1.75
For students of Agriculture and Home Economics. By John J. Willman, Ph.D. 70 Illustrations 294 Pages.

THE 3 LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA PUBLISHERS CHICAGO
227 So. Sixth St 2126 Prairie Ave
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MARCH, NINETEEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY-THREE
A Select List of Vocational Text Books

DRAWING FROM MEMORY AND MIND PICTURING By R. Catonowne Smith—This is the only work in the English language dealing with the subject. The book should find a place in the library of everyone concerned with Art for the beauty of the illustrations and the innate excellence of the book as a whole. With 43 full-page plates $3.00

EMBROIDERY AND TAPESTRY WEAVING By Sarah M. Ovens—Third edition 420 pp. 178 diagrams and illustrations. By the Author 16 pages of Colotype Rep. edition $1.00

WRITING AND ILLUMINATING AND LETTERING By Edward J. Johnson—Seventh edition 512 pp. 257 illustrations and diagrams by the author and Noel Rooke. 4 pages of examples in Red and Black. 24 pages of colotype reproductions $1.50

DRESS DESIGN AN ACCOUNT OF COSTUME FOR ARTISTS AND DRESSMAKERS By Taft box Hughes. A handbook on costume from early times containing over 600 figures, 35 colotype reproductions of 100 specimens of genuine dresses $4.00

HAND-LOOM WEAVING By Luther Hooper. 360 pp. 125 drawings by the author. Colotype and colotype reproduction $3.50

PRACTICAL MILLINERY (Just out) By Florence Andrew. A practical manual for milliners and teachers. 220 pp. and 200 illus. $3.75


Send for Complete List

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS
2 West 45th Street New York City

SUMMER SCHOOL
NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
JULY 7 TO AUGUST 17
Special Courses in Vocational Education
Opportunity in technical and professional courses for professional improvement
A Wide Range of courses designed to prepare for the following and related types of positions
College Trainers of Vocational Teachers
Supervisors of Agriculture and Home Economics
Superintendents of state and local districts
Teachers of Agriculture and Home Economics for high schools, normal schools, and colleges
Supervisors of Vocational High Schools for state schools of agriculture and home economics, and for similar vocational schools
Supervisors for Countries for Rural Schools
Teachers of Nature Study and other biological science
Special Summer School of Biology for specialization in this field
For Information and Announcement, write the Director of the Summer School of Agriculture
Ithaca, New York

FABRICS
AND HOW TO KNOW THEM
Definitions of fabrics with practical textile tests and a classification of fabrics. Every page in this compact volume is of use to anyone who is interested in the buying, selling or manufacturing of drygoods

By Grace Goldena Denny, A.M.
University of Washington

Many business houses have contributed to the fund of information contained in this book

49 Illustrations and Bibliography 146 Pages $1.50

This handbook fits the pocket and forms a useful reference book that will prove of inestimable value to the general public, merchandise managers, buyers, salespeople and students. PART ONE gives understandable definitions of fabrics and terms relating to them. The tests described in PART TWO represent the cumulative knowledge of a large number of persons dealing directly with textile materials. Explanations as to how one may determine the quality, durability and other requirements are expressed in language simple and accurate.

PART THREE is a classification of fabrics (a) by Cloth Structure (b) by Trade Names

J B LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

ALBERT
TEACHERS' AGENCY
25 E Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill
Established 1885 Largest bureau for the placement of teachers of Vocational work in the country. Send for booklet "Teaching as a Business." Other Offices 457 Fifth Avenue, New York, Peyton Building, Spokane, Symes Building, Denver

COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN
Make your education count. Get the best place possible to be had. We place teachers and school executives in all parts of the country. Not an ordinary agency. A bureau for educational positions. More than half the teachers placed by us are in charge of schools. We will pay you in full for the expenses of sending your resume. Write for details.

SPERMATAZOE EDUCATIONAL OFFICE
161 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo.

AROMATIC TYPEN RED CEDAR BOARDS
Small shipments a specialty. We will ship by express at your railroad station. Fortunato Lumber Co, Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Have you any back numbers of VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MAGAZINE you wish to dispose of? If so, communicate with office of

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MAGAZINE
227 South Sixth Street
Philadelphia, Pa
WORDS are the voice, and figures the memory of Business. Without these two, modern Industry could not go on.

The world-famous Underwood Standard Typewriter is but one of seventeen Underwood Machines—each made to perform a specific function—each giving speed, accuracy and dependability to writing and recording.

Underwood Typewriter Co., Inc., Underwood Building, N Y

Branches in all principal cities

UNDERWOOD PRODUCTS
Underwood Standard Typewriter
Underwood Standard Portable
Underwood Bookkeeping Machine
Underwood Continuous Fanfold Biller
Underwood Loose Leaf Record Writer
Underwood Waybill and Manifest Machine
Underwood Check Writer
Underwood Card Writer
Underwood Bill and Order Machine

UNDERWOOD PRODUCTS
Underwood Condensed Biller
Underwood Revolving Duplicator
Underwood Label Roll Machine
Underwood Railroad
Expense-Freight Biller
Underwood Insurance Policy Writer
Underwood Statistical Report Writer
Underwood Envelope and Card Inserter
Underwood Retail Bill and Charge Machine
Facing the New Year

No year has been more eventful, more crowded with drama and significance than the twelve months just finished. The first American Birth Control conference, the illegal breaking up of the Town Hall meeting and our subsequent exposure of the powers of darkness, our triumphant completion of the meeting in the Park Theatre, our successful incorporation of the American Birth Control League, the increasing support and championship of Birth Control by the finest contemporary intellects of the world, the organization of State leagues and the awakening of public interest in this profound and immediate problem—such are only a few of the events that should inspire us to new and increased endeavor. The year 1922 also marks the successful circling of the globe by the doctrine of Birth Control. Despite the efforts at suppression by the Imperial Japanese government, Margaret Sanger was warmly greeted in the leading cities of the island empire, and the Birth Control movement has struck roots in the land of the Mikado. We should also mention the dignified conference held in London last July, and the adhesion to our movement of so distinguished a figure as that brilliant economist John Maynard Keynes. But if we have succeeded in impressing public opinion, in awakening interest, we face at the beginning of 1923 great difficulties.

The year 1922 marked for us the renewed efforts of our arch enemies to hinder the progress of enlightenment. The seat of this opposition is to be found in the Roman Catholic Church. This enemy is ceaselessly active and openly determined to exterminate the Birth Control movement in America. The incident of the Town Hall meeting illustrates the extent our opponents may go. The Cincinnati episode, recounted elsewhere in this issue, shows the attempt of the Roman Catholic Church and such subsidiary bodies as the Knights of Columbus, to use the weapon of boycott to stop the progress of Birth Control. Last month we invited our enemies to come out into the open. The Knights of Columbus threatened the managers of the Hotel Gibson with the cancellation of their annual banquet, if they permitted the use of the Hotel Gibson ballroom for the Birth Control conferences. To the everlasting credit of the managers of the hotel and of the Mayor of Cincinnati, they stood firm. They upheld the law and the Constitution. They refused to be intimidated by this blustering mob, directed by the wily directors of Church politics. The conference was held, the Knights of Columbus banquet was cancelled. Let us not fail to record here our deep gratitude and appreciation for this noble support of the sacred American traditions of free speech and free thought. Cincinnati is to be congratulated for the fine courage and steadfastness of her mayor, her citizens, and the management of the Hotel Gibson, in resisting the threats of the Catholic machine. Our movement is an educational one in more ways than one.

Our handicaps are great. They seem greater than ever before. We have the equipment for the greatest single movement on the earth—almost. No one can deny that we have the vision, the fighting energy, an ever growing knowledge of the cause from its scientific and practical aspects. Every day we are receiving letters of encouragement from the most enlightened men and women in every country. We have workers eager to dedicate their lives to the movement. We have the support of the best authorities in the fields of social service, of the churches and of scientific research. There seems in truth only one aspect in which we are weak, and in that so deplorably weak that our hopes seem impossible of realization. We have no definite and dependable financial resources. Without this foundation we cannot continue our fight. Our workers should have some assurance that they are supported by enlightened public opinion. They should be relieved of the ignoble task of collecting penny by penny. This burden at least should not be heavy upon the shoulders of those who are on the fighting front. In this war for true civilization we should stand back of our little army of the vanguard. Vague purposeless charities are generously supported, philanthropic schemes get millions from intelligent Americans. This great experiment, this effort to educate the educators, which is now gradually bearing fruit, is assumed to be able to live on nothing a year. Years of study, research, labor and sacrifice have gone into the effort to crystallize the Birth Control movement. We are just successfully beginning to penetrate the social consciousness of our age. Our effort to accomplish this is absolutely dependent upon financial support. People buy pictures racehorses, aeroplanes and motor cars. They support charities, museums, schools, the opera. They are interested in breeding thoroughbred live stock. Why are they so little interested in our effort to improve the human stock, to introduce efficiency, health and nobility into the coming generations? Here is the great experiment, the most fascinating of all, the most important of all social efforts to bring order out of chaos, the most interesting and exciting fashion, in short, to create the future civilization of America and of
the world. The line for millionaires forms at the right. Step forward please! M S

We are in receipt of statistics—kindly sent by a candid friend who thinks we are on the wrong line in our efforts—which go to prove that there is no need for Birth Control, because the world is capable of producing plenty—not only for the existing population, but for populations almost immeasurably greater than those of the present day. The statistics may be perfectly accurate, but, we should like to ask, what have these figures to do with the case? It is a characteristic of slovenly reasoning that only a few outstanding factors are taken into account, and that the mind is allowed to rest on large generalizations, without applying itself to the laborious task of putting reality into figures and visualizing the many factors which it is so convenient to overlook. It is very easy to sit at one's desk and compute the population per square mile of the world's surface, the per capita production of food and other necessaries, and to conclude, from the figures arrived at, that the world needs more people rather than a diminished birth rate. It is much more difficult to take into account what a high birth rate actually implies, to visualize the people who have been mere numerals in the calculations, to take into account the life and health and happiness of the men, women and children who in the minds of the theorists have been merely figures and percentages. What good does it do the mother of six or seven hungry children that the broad acres of Canada could produce wheat enough to feed them. The mother cannot get the wheat, and the children will perish of starvation before mere theories will feed them. It is the hard facts of life that make Birth Control a present necessity. Over population, over crowding, too many children—the existence of these painful conditions cannot be denied, because they do not fit in with the calculations of relative area and population. There are too many children in a family whenever the parents are unable to supply food, clothing and shelter sufficient to maintain every member of the family in health and strength. The fact that there is plenty in some other part of the globe—or that there would be plenty if cultivation were sufficiently extended—does not solve the immediate problem. In dealing with the need for Birth Control, we must take all the factors that exist, and only by coming down from clouds of vague theory to the solid earth of facts can we make any progress towards creating a better and happier human society. A. G. P.

In a letter, which we print in this issue, the contention is made that it would be one of the greatest benefits of Birth Control, if through the use of contraceptives the birth of illegitimate children could be prevented. On this point our correspondent breaks away from the position that it would be dangerous to spread a general knowledge of Birth Control because immorality might thereby be increased, since girls and women would no longer be restrained from sexual irregularities by the fear of consequences. The fear of consequences has never proved an efficient deterrent. Hell fire is no longer the main reliance of the preacher in urging his flock to godli

ness. No longer are the venereal diseases left to rage unchecked, because they are regarded as the rightful and necessary punishment of the men who resort to prostitutes. There is no more reason to expect an increase in immorality when Birth Control is fully and generally understood than to assert that there have been increases in prostitution and the white slave trade since medical science has been able to do something towards lessening the frightful ravages of venereal disease. Indeed on the contrary, immorality among young people—that kind of immorality now so common among ignorant boys and girls who are led astray by the violence of their unmeasured sexual emotions, would probably be greatly lessened by a wide spread knowledge of Birth Control. Young people would be able to marry earlier, and they would be better educated in regard to sex and more conscious of the intimate connection between sex relations and reproduction. Contraceptives call for foresight and demand a sense of responsibility—qualities that tend towards the maintenance of a higher rather than a lower standard of morality. For those men and women who deliberatelychoose immoral sex relations, society cannot consent to inflict injury upon itself and upon the most innocent of its members in order to supply them with some more or less effective deterrent. Christ taught his disciples that a man commits adultery with a woman if he lusts after her in his heart. Sin is spiritual. The overt act is social or unsocial, and society has the right to defend itself against unsocial acts, but not to punish sin as sin. From the point of view of religious and spiritual values the morality of the man or woman who refrains from the physical act for fear of the consequence of venereal disease or of an illegitimate child is worthless. From the point of view of society, we have a right to defend ourselves against the unsocial conduct of parents who bring into the world children foredoomed in the majority of cases to enter the ranks of the dependent or the delinquent—if they escape the early death which threatens the illegitimate so much more imminently than the legitimate child. By what reasoning can any intelligent and merciful man or woman justify the bringing into the world of a baby, to endure a life of scorn, of social persecution and torment, of neglect, mistreatment and ill usage which will probably embitter its soul and make it the enemy of society which so many illegitimate children turn out to be? If men and women will be immoral, let the evil end with them. In this way the worst strains will die out, and in the next generation we shall be purged of many of the unbalanced perverts who vex and grieve our social life. If in one or two generations Birth Control could effect this, surely there is no greater benefit that it could confer on humanity. A. G. P.

The New York Times has again been pleading for the "Hundred Neediest Cases," and in so pleasing quotes the "Eight Degrees of Charity" from Maimonides. The eighth and highest degree is "to anticipate charity by preventing poverty." This is the highest step and the summit of charity's golden ladder." If the Times believes this, why does it not offer its hearty co operation to the advocates of Birth Control?
News Notes

A S A RESULT of the luncheon at Indianapolis, at which Mrs Margaret Sanger spoke on Birth Control, a committee of ten was formed with Dr Amelia R Keiller as President. A number of prominent people in Indianapolis have promised their cooperation.

An organization meeting followed in Richmond, Ind., after Mrs Sanger’s speech at the Eagle Club which was attended by over 200 prominent people. An excellent board was elected with Mrs W F Spangler as President. Other officers were Mrs Wilbur Hiberd, Charles W Jordan, Professor Philip Furnas, and Mrs Eunice Porterfield Martin, Vice Presidents, Miss Esther Griffin White, Secretary, Miss Helen Hunt Johnson, Chairman of Membership Committee, Dr A J Whallon, Medical Advisor, and Brandon Griffin, Legal Advisor.

THE BIRTH CONTROL CONFERENCE in Cincinnati, described in our December issue, had immediate results in the formation of Cincinnati Branch of the American Birth Control League. The Conference, which was held on November 21st, received an amazing amount of publicity, owing to the fact that it was bitterly opposed by Roman Catholics, who appealed to the Mayor to prohibit the holding of the meeting. When the Mayor decided against any such action the Knights of Columbus approached the proprietor of the Gibson Hotel and threatened him with the loss of their patronage if he permitted the use of the Hotel for the Conference. “The Hotel Gibson is big enough to keep its promises,” was the answer of the manager to these threats, and although the Hotel lost a banquet given by the Knights of Columbus on December 10th, it gained thousands of friends by its fair and open stand.

There were two sessions of the Conference. Proceedings were opened with a luncheon at which Dr David I Wolfstein of Cincinnati presided, and the opening talk—on the need of Birth Control from the standpoint of a psychiatrist—was delivered by Dr Julian L. Rublee, Vice President of the American Birth Control League, outlined the aim and purpose of the Birth Control movement, and papers were read by Dr Eleanor Rowland Wembridge of Cleveland, and Mr Jerome Fisher, of the law firm of Thompson, Hine and Flory, also of Cleveland.

The second session was held in the evening. Dr Julian Benjaman, President of the Public Health Federation, had promised to preside but as he was late in arriving, Dr Wolfstein opened the meeting. The speaker of the evening was Mrs Margaret Sanger, whose speech was received with deep interest and much enthusiasm.

Mr Jerome Fisher in his paper, given at the first session, discussed the laws of Ohio as they relate to Birth Control Opinions, which coincided with those of Mr Fisher, had been secured from several other prominent lawyers. As this law is of interest to all friends of the Birth Control movement, we append the opinion of Mr Fisher, as he gave it after wards in writing for presentation to the doctors’ meeting.

OPINION

IN RESPONSE to your request we are glad to give you here with the substance of the legal opinion prepared by us this year for use with The Cleveland Academy of Medicine.

The laws of this state relating to contraceptive measures make an express exception in favor of physicians, saying that the prohibitions of the statutes “shall not affect teaching in regular medical colleges, the publications of standard medical books, or regular practitioners of medicine or druggists in their legitimate business” (Gen Code 13037). The phrase “in their legitimate business” qualifies only the word “druggists” and does not limit the rights of the physicians.

There is one unimportant exception to the above. Not even physicians can “sell or give away” secret drugs for this purpose. This requirement is easily met by causing the ingredients of any drug to be stated upon the box or bottle.

The law of Ohio, as above stated, is essentially different from that of New York and of many other states. The net result is that a duly licensed practitioner of medicine has a clear legal right, in any case where he deems it desirable, to advise contraception, to give full information concerning it, and to furnish or direct the use of drugs, appliances or other means for that purpose.

The Federal law has no application or importance, except in the fact that it prohibits the use of the mails and prohibits interstate commerce in any way in connection with this subject.

ORGANIZATION IN OHIO was effected on Saturday, November 26. On the previous evening there was a meeting for doctors at which Mrs Sanger presented the case for Birth Control, and the interest aroused in the medical profession is shown by the number of doctors among the officers and on the Committee. The list is as follows: President, Dr Ralph Reed, Vice President, Dr Bertha C. Liebze, Secretary, Mrs L J Hillhouse, Membership Chairman, Dr Otto P Geric, Librarian, Mrs Charles Lauer, Committee—Mrs Henry Backus, Dr Elizabeth Campbell, Mrs Martin H Fisher, Dr Thomas M Stewart, Dr David I Wolfstein, Dr Julian E. Benjamin, Dr Mabel R Fernald, Miss Ruth Neely, Mrs Robert Senior.

NOVEMBER 28—A meeting at which Mrs Sanger was the speaker was held at the Schenley Theatre, Pittsburgh, under the auspices of the Allegheny County Branch, Mrs Horace Forbes Baker is President. Dr Lawrence Litchfield, member of the National Council of the American Birth Control League, presided.

December 4—The New York Legislative Committee, under the chairmanship of Mrs Richard Billings, met at the home of Mrs Ernest R Adee, and Mrs A. G. Porritt spoke on behalf of amending the New York State Law at the Hotel Astor, before the Cultural Circle.

December 6—Mrs Sanger spoke before a group of prominent women at the home of Mrs Stephen C. Clarke, New York City.
December 7—Through arrangements made by Mrs L E Whittic of Syracuse, Mrs Sanger addressed the Women's Congress of Syracuse at their monthly luncheon at the Hotel Onondaga. Much interest was shown in the proposed amendment to the New York Law Mrs Cora D Graham, wife of Professor William Pratt Graham, Vice Chancellor of Syracuse University, presided.

December 19—The New York Legislative Committee met at the home of Mrs Juliet Barrett Rublee, New York City

COMING EVENTS

January 5—Mrs A C Porritt will speak at the Union Health Center of the I L G W U, New York, on “Birth Control and the Workers.”

January 14—An afternoon mass meeting, at which Mrs Sanger will be the principal speaker, will be held at Parson’s Theatre, Hartford. This has been arranged by Mrs George H Day, Sr.

January 15—Mrs Sanger will speak before the Woman’s City Club of Boston.

January 23—A Legislative Conference will be held in Albany, at which plans will be arranged for active legislative work on the amendment to the New York State Law.

January 25—The First Maryland Conference will be held at the Hotel Belvedere, Baltimore. Proceedings will open with a luncheon, after which papers will be presented by Mrs Margaret Sanger will address the Conference.

January 29—Mrs Sanger will speak before the Sinai Social Center of Chicago, Ill.

January 30—Mrs Sanger will speak before the Open Forum of Milwaukee, Wis.

January 31—Mrs Sanger will speak before the North Shore Branch of the Sinai Social Center, Winetka, Ill.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGUE

The Annual business meeting of the American Birth Control League will be held at the Headquarters of the League, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York, on Thursday, January 11, at 8 P.M. Reports of work accomplished will be given by the officers. Members of the Board of Directors will be elected, and amendments to the by laws will be acted upon.

NEWS FROM ENGLAND

The following encouraging news item comes from Dr Norman Haire, chief of the London Birth Control Clinic: “The clinic is going ahead. I now devote three afternoons a week to contraception and we have an assistant medical officer who sees babies on the fourth afternoon. We expect to have doctors scattered throughout the country who will be competent to teach Birth Control. On October 23, he gave a lecture on ‘Sterilization of the Unfit’ before the British Society for the Study of Sex Psychology. Earl Russell, Harold Cox and Jane Burr took part in the discussion.

NEWS FROM INDIA

Professor Gopalji, Honorary Organizer of the India Birth Control Society, spent the months from July to October in a propaganda tour of India. He writes that to his great disappointment he finds dense ignorance on topics of vital, fundamental, practical importance even among educated classes. There were, however, some bright spots. “Dr Col. Maddock, Principal of the Poonah Medical School,” writes Professor Gopalji, “blew his credit, welcomed my lecture on Birth Control, an Urgent Necessity for Poor India.” Professor F V Shikhare, M.D., presided. I had a very enthusiastic audience of about 500, including about 15 members of the staff, and ten lady students. Arthur Davies, Principal of the Law College of Madras, would gladly allow a lecture on Eugenics but Birth Control was rather a delicate topic for postgraduate students (mostly married). The Principal of the Medical College of Madras would not object to a lecture on Hygiene, but Eugenics and Birth Control were a little too delicate for medical students. The Principal of the Medical College of Bombay would allow a lecture on neither Eugenics nor Birth Control — perhaps too delicate to be tolerated.

“Interviews, informal talks and addresses to friendly groups aroused great interest and keen thought. Short talks followed by free distribution of leaflets proved most successful.”

“The Society is steadily progressing. Literature in English and Indian languages, from the Indian viewpoint, is under preparation. My paper on ‘Indian Population Problems,’ given before the Fifth International Conference has been published. A practical Birth Regulation pamphlet will soon be issued. The office of the Society is to be removed to a more central location in Delhi.

“Indians in America are particularly requested to study progressive movements. Birth Control is one of these. De servedly it is making headway in the United States. Full particular regarding the Indian Society are available from Hindustan Laran Maryada, Sabha, Delhi. Mrs Margaret Sanger has accepted the position as Honorary Vice President of the Society.”

NEWS FROM JAPAN

A Letter from Baroness Ishimoto

November 1, 1922

Your long letter from Mürren, Switzerland, was received and I express my hearty affection to you and to your work. My regrettance was really so great as I understood how many invitations were for me in London.

During the August, we arranged a new committee for our League including Mrs Kukuye Yamakawa, and Dr Kaji’s
hospital is taking place of Mother's Clinic privately, and we are doing very nice work in helping poor mothers, as well as studying contraceptive methods which can be adopted most easily by Japanese.

I have sent out to your League all the copies of our pamphlets and leaflets published, and a copy of Dr Yamamoto's "Criticism of Mrs Sanger's Birth Control." It is well written but we do not appreciate his attitude only criticizing others, and doing no positive work by himself.

Your book "The Pivot of Civilization" was very interesting and I translated it all. We expect it will be published in Japanese very soon. The outlines of your speeches you have given here, was translated and published in the first number of our pamphlet, and was distributed to the members of the Japanese League and also selling it at the book store on the Street.

Mr Ishimoto is planning to pass a bill in the Diet to put the contraceptive society, also have given here, was translated and published in the Japanese Diet to put the contraceptive society, also have given here, was translated and published in the Japanese Research Bureau—the new institution for this subject by the government. As you anticipated, many requests come to me to talk on birth control at the various groups, and among them there are groups of University students which were most interesting.

I am planning to have a short trip to Northern part of Japan with Mrs Coleman, and will give some lectures on Birth Control.

Most affectionate yours,
SHIZUE ISHIMOTO

NEWS FROM CHINA

A RESULT of Mrs Sanger's visit to Peking, the women students of the National University there have formed a Society for Birth Control. There are two main departments, one dealing with propaganda and the other with practical methods. A magazine is to be published and lectures to be given to women of all classes of society. The promoter of the organization is Mrs Kiang Koang Hao.

BIRTH CONTROL IN AUSTRIA

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER FROM JOHANN FERCH TO MRS SANGER

Since November 2, we have established here a Mothers' Clinic, and at it I am working since my return from London. Great difficulties! The medical profession will not bear it that we provide protection without cost. But I will conquer them. I hope the clinic, in spite of the frightfully high cost, may be maintained all right. For three weeks I have been working daily, all the time, at an exhibition of photographs. This is a great success. The work must go forward.

FROM THE VIENNA NEWSPAPERS

WE NEED MOTHERS' CLINICS

THE VIENNA WOMAN'S HOSPITAL for cases of sickness of Vienna Working Classes needed, for 1921, 500,000 kronen. Up to August, 1922, it had used 60,000,000 kronen—about 130 times as much. The expenses consequent upon the frightful number of abortions brought about through nonmedical and self administered means, are enormous. (Medical abortion has through the legal prohibition been increased in price to almost one million kronen.) The charitable institutions are at a dangerous financial crisis. And yet it seems that it would have occurred to nobody to consider the deplorable emptying of the expensive child bed, if the figures had not shown that the almost unbearable suffering of child birth is half of it useless, for seventeen per cent of the babies die in the first year, and many more in the next year. This can cause no surprise, in the light of the fact that 83 per cent of the children are under nourished. For what use is the physical, mental and economic labor of the parents when for the greater part it is performed in vain?

Under such conditions, pity and head shakings over the thoughtless expenditures are no use. It must be proclaimed that child mortality in families with many children gives a very different value than formerly to the birthrate. Today childbirth is no longer an episode, but an important event which one cannot contemplate with fatalistic indifference, especially in those cases where no proper home—even no resting place—for the new-comer is offered. In such times as these, in this fateful hour of European peoples, the recognition of one fact cannot be avoided. This fact is that we have available helpful information as to how too large a number of children—with all the consequences and accompanying circumstances—can be avoided.

DER MORGEN, WIEN

COMPULSORY MOTHERHOOD

AMONG THE VARIOUS enlightening photographic exhibits, which were shown yesterday for the first time in the Verbandsheim, one of the most impressive shows the undeniable decrease in the birthrate of the present day. The causes are manifold, because undesired, child "blessings" are shown there in many forms over crowded, wretched dwellings, miserable bodied, sickly children and parents, youthful beggars. In contrast are shown fresh blooming youth and sound family happiness of those who realize their responsibility before they bring a child into being.

In the second part of the exhibit, the author, Johann Ferch, explained the practical consequences of the facts exhibited. He showed that it is one of the most cursed lies of civilization through which the mass of the people are burdened by turning a crime what the possessing classes regard as a moral duty. The wealthy or even the moderately well to do woman protects herself and her family through preventive measures, the poor woman is never in a position to call for suitable advice and help from a physician. She gives herself up to nature, and suffers her poverty a hundred fold—in body through wasting confinement, in soul through seeing the suffering of her troop of children, born unfit for life.

Rather than explanation, however, the League Against Compulsory Motherhood would make of it reality. It aims to open a traveling Mothers' Clinic, that shall offer to poor women free advice and medical assistance, with the aim, not of abortion, but of the prevention of conception.

(Continued on page 14)
Helen Stöcker, Defender of Motherhood

By F W Stella Browne

ONE OF THE most attractive and significant personalities at the recent International Conference in London was Helen Stocker, Doctor of Philosophy, speaker, author, initiator of the movement for the Protection of Motherhood in Central Europe and one of the foremost champions of Internationalism during the Great War. She was one of the hostesses of the previous (Fourth) International Neo-Malthusian Conference in 1911. She then aroused the sympathetic interest of many busy workers and members, who were unable, at the time, to come into closer touch with her and learn more of her admirable work.

Helen Stocker was born in Elberfeld on the Rhine and has inherited to the full, the vivacity and geniality, the natural sweetness and buoyancy of temper which distinguished the Rhenish people from the graver and more phlegmatic Germans of the North and East. At the same time, this happy elasticity of temperament and capacity for joy which has not impaired in her the two first qualities of the German mind, namely, unflinching intellectual honesty and thoroughness—"Grundlichkeit"—she had a hard struggle, as a girl, for her individuality and right of intellectual development, but she was one of the first women enrolled as a student at the University of Berlin, where she studied Economics, Literature and Philosophy. Her thesis on "The Eighteenth Century Concept of Art" was particularly admired, and throughout her strenuous social and international activities she has retained a special interest in the work of Frederick Nietzsche and of the Eighteenth Century in France and the "Romantic" writers—contemporary with Shelley and Byron—in Germany.

In 1904 she became identified with the Movement for the Protection of Motherhood, which has since then extended itself in varying forms throughout Northern and Central Europe. Her aim was to protect illegitimate children and their mothers, by reform of the German laws, to obtain adequate protection and care—not in any degrading spirit of capitalist "charity," but as an obvious public duty—for the expectant mothers of the poorer classes, and finally, to make motherhood free, honored and happy by making it consciously selective through diffusion of contraceptive knowledge, as both a feminine and a human right.

This work not only implied organizing and lecturing, but editorship as well. In 1904, Helene Stocker founded the monthly paper "Die Neue Generation," which since then has carried on a brave and extraordinarily wise and far-seeing battle against all forms of social injustice and sexual stagnation. It has enlisted the services of authors and reformers from all parts of Europe and its international notes are peculiarly valuable and comprehensive.

In 1908, Helene Stocker published her first book, "Die Liebe und die Frauen" ("Women and Love"), followed in 1912 by "Das Werden der Neuen Moral," ("The Evolution of the New Morality"), for her logical and clear integrity of mind pervaded that free maternity meant a complete refashioning of codes and standards and economic readjustment.

In 1921 she published a delightful pamphlet or little sheaf of essays, "Die Liebe der Zukunft," ("The Love of the Future"), which contains in its 87 pages some of the finest analyses and sweetest and soundest ethical lessons ever given to the modern world. She is at present engaged on a some what longer and more detailed psychological study, "The Culture of Love."

Since 1914, Helene Stocker has taken an unflinching stand against War. She attended the Swiss International Congress in 1917, and in the Spring of 1918 she received the honor of an injunction against lecturing from the Prussian military authorities for her courageous denunciation of the German Government's part in the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. Since the foundation of the German Republic, she has had the great happiness of seeing some of the reforms she fought for more than 25 years incorporated in the New Republican Legal Code, but that has not in the least diminished the energy and logical incisiveness with which she continues to press for justice and liberty all along the line.

ALTHOUGH UNDER the new Constitution German women not only have votes but are eligible for the Reichstag, she has preferred to remain outside party politics and work for those individual conceptions of Truth and Right which have been so widely illuminating and helpful.

She is one of the Three Presidents of the German Peace Society and her presence and speeches were great attractions at the London International Peace Congress, which followed on the Birth Control Conference.

This is a long and splendid record of effort and achievement. What is its leading note—its chief color ray? Certainly one of her distinctive qualities is the breadth and in thought and deed. Her concept of the New Morality has been human in its scope, she has fought against the outlawing of the unmarried mother and her child, the denial of sex education, the subjection of the legal wife, the ill treatment of the "regulated" prostitute, and all the injustices of the "double standard." She has done fine constructive work for eugenics and against venereal disease, she has protested alike against the penalizing of inborn emotional abnormality and the shame of forced motherhood. She sees Birth Control as part of Constructive Sex Ethics, and not as an appendage to an obsolete and mechanical theory of economics. Her balanced and sympathetic idealism, her courage and a certain profound and joyous vitality, have enabled her among the national and international responsibilities of leadership, not to lose touch with the core of life.
The Birth Control Movement in Japan

By Prof Isso Abe

THE POPULATION OF JAPAN increased threefold since the Meiji restoration (1864). Before that period Japan was entirely excluded from the other parts of the world, having an undeveloped economic system. Therefore, it is not difficult to know, the Japanese population, threatened with short food supply, was always regulated by voluntary birth control. Of course, the control method at that time was not so developed as those which are adopted in Europe and America, or even to some extent in Japan today—methods blameless to morality and harmless to health. In other words abortion and infanticide were quite widely used in Japan. However, the Shinsu, one sect of Buddhism, was bitterly against abortion and infanticide, without result. It can be compared to the Roman Catholic Church which is against any means of birth control. Abortion was very often done by the midwives or committed by women themselves. Moreover, there were several medicines for the purpose of abortion which seemed to have had quite a large circulation among the people. Infanticide, not being dangerous to the mother, was much used in several districts.

After the Meiji restoration the Japanese government took very strong means to abolish these crude birth control methods, and the development of moral ideas also succeeded in driving all these methods out of ordinary practice.

Necessity, however, knows no law. There are not a few cases of abortion and infanticide in Japan at present. Recently we were surprised very much to discover that two country communities are practising birth control systematically. These two villages, called Takayama and Tsukigase, are in the Kyoto province. According to the report, there are 360 families in Takayama village, having 1,679 population, with 868 male and 811 female. This village has the following four interesting characteristics:

1. There are only four families which have more than three children.
2. The births usually alternate—boy and girl.
3. No family which has a birth every year.
4. The average number of children in one family is very few compared with those in other parts of Japan.

Moreover, according to the reporter the physique of the youth of this village is wonderful. At the time of military conscription in 1919, 16 were admitted out of 17. In 1920, 14 were selected out of 19. In 1921, 11 out of 14. The result in the common school also proves far superior to others.

IT IS DURING the last two or three years, that the birth control question has begun to be discussed among the Japanese people. Japan had, however, several pioneers among scholars. The first writer on birth control in Japan was Mr Sadao Oguri. He was the brother of the late Fumio Yano, well known writer and Socialist. Mr Oguri’s work was published in October, 1903, with the title of Shakai Jitsuron (Key of Social Reform). But there was little response to this book, because Japan was not yet developed enough to appreciate the idea. After about twelve years Dr Kenzaburo Ukita, professor in Waseda University, advocated much birth control in magazines and in speeches. This time the people just began to have an interest in it. There were not a few who followed Dr Ukita’s idea, but at the same time, there was very strong opposition, especially from the militarists—among them was General K Sato. Hot discussions went on between Dr Ukita and General Sato, and Dr Ukita was even sometimes called a traitor. Both Mr Oguri and Dr Ukita, however, proposed only the principles of birth control to Japanese society but did not launch any real movement. Naturally the Japanese people even began to forget this principle. Dr T Kaji’s endeavor for birth control practise in these dark days cannot be overlooked. He studied this principle and method when he was in Germany. Coming back to Japan he devised suitable methods for Japanese customs and conditions and taught freely those who asked them. Finally he established the People’s Hospital, especially for poor women. Mrs Sanger, during her stay in Tokyo, visited this hospital and studied Dr Kaji’s methods for Japanese.

JAPAN IS MAKING big changes spiritually and materially on these later years preparing a good field for Birth Control. In 1921 Neo-Malthusianism began to be discussed among the people. After that nearly all the magazines published in Japan started to write about Birth Control questions openly. This time the Japanese people began to consider the problem from their own economic interest as well as from the international standpoint. Nobody accuses the advocates of the Birth Control of being traitors. From the end of last year to March of this year three publications on this problem appeared. One is the translation of Mrs Sanger’s work, Woman and the New Race, the second is a pamphlet by Baroness K Ishimoto, and the third is by the writer of this article. As these works have had quite a large circulation among the people, we can believe that the Birth Control movement has attracted wide attention among Japanese people. Mrs Margaret Sanger visited Japan in March of this year. The Japanese government was very much worried about it, without showing the reason, and suppressed her lecture to the public. It, however, stimulated the public interest in this subject contrary to the intention of the government. Mrs Sanger, though having no freedom to address public, spoke more than ten times at private meetings. Consequently the Japan Birth Control Association was organized (address to Mr Kukuchi Ishimoto, 10 Hono kicho, Akasaka, Tokyo, Japan), and the first magazine of this association appeared on May 15th, 1922. The founders of this association are Dr Tokijirou Kaji, the owner of the

(Continued on page 17)
The Population Problem in Japan

By Baron Keikichi Ishimoto

Birth Control in the last analysis is the only way for Japan to meet the problem presented by a growing population and a static food supply. The thorough investigation of the increase in population, the possibilities of emigration in various directions, and the questions of importing food, leads to the conclusion that Japan must regulate her population whether it is moral or immoral.

The investigations made last year showed that the population of Japan increases by 600,000 to 700,000 every year. It goes without saying that the situation will become more serious, if this state of affairs is left alone, in view of the fact that already Japan is one of the most densely populated countries on earth.

There are two ways to find a solution of the question—one peaceful and the other not. By the peaceful method is meant war, but such an idea is impossible in the future, in view of the international naval holiday decided upon by the Washington conference. Then attention centers around the other method—that is, the peaceful one. What is meant by it? It can be subdivided into three phases—emigration, importation of foodstuffs for the ever increasing population at home, and birth control. Is it possible for 600,000 to 700,000 persons to emigrate every year?

Not Even Enough Ships

It is necessary to study the Japanese population abroad in order to see whether it is possible or not. The Japanese population abroad in 1919 stood at 590,000, 490,000 in 1918 and 450,000 in 1917. The rate of increase is very small, and it must be remembered that the 590,000 abroad is the result of the constant emigration during the past 50 years. This is in spite of the fact that the emigration to Siberia and Manchuria and other parts of Asia has been easy, although the emigration to America and Australia is made difficult. The increase of the Japanese population abroad stands at between 10,000 and 20,000 a year. In this also the Japanese children born abroad are included and so the actual rate of increase in emigration amounts to a low figure. It is therefore safe to declare it impossible to deal with the annual increase of 600,000 to 700,000 people in Japan by means of emigration. What is the reason for this failure of Japanese emigration? The opposition in America and Australia is the largest reason, of course, and the movement in those countries is not only due to racial prejudices and political reasons, but also to the low character of the Japanese immigrants in general.

What about the emigration to Korea, Manchuria and Siberia then? The Japanese emigrants to these places cannot compete with the Korean and Chinese laborers, who work for 30 to 40 sen a day. This is most convincingly illustrated by the fact that the immigration of Japanese farmers to Korea for the last ten years amounted to only about 30,000 in spite of the most indefatigable efforts made by the Oriental Development Company for the purpose. It is therefore impossible for Japan to solve her population difficulty satisfactorily through emigration, unless she finds some proper place or country where the Japanese can live comfortably.

Viscount Takahashi, the Premier, thinks that Central and South America hold bright prospects for the Japanese emigrants and urges the people to go there, but it costs about 200 yen per capita for emigrants to go there and another 200 yen before the immigrant can find a job. Thus about 400 yen will be required for each emigrant. Supposing Japan sends 600,000 people there, it will cost about 240,000,000 yen. Such a huge expenditure will be impossible unless the budgets for the navy and the army are cut in half forever. The question of steamship accommodation must also be taken into consideration in this connection. A steamer of the type of the T.K.K. Shinyo Maru can carry about 800 passengers and it takes about two months for the ship to go to Central or South America and return. Supposing six return trips can be made a year, one ship can take 4,800 people a year. Thus it will be seen that 120 ships of the Shinyo Maru type would be required to carry 600,000 people there annually. The Shinyo Maru is a 20,000 ton ship and it means that 2,400,000 tons would be necessary yearly for the purpose. Now the total tonnage of Japanese shipping stands in the vicinity of 2,920,000, according to investigations made in 1920. Judging by the facts cited above, it would be impossible for 600,000 people a year to emigrate even from an economic point of view.

No Hope in Rice Imports

Next attention is drawn to the possibility of coping with the ever increasing population by means of imports of foodstuffs from abroad. The first question that has to be considered in this connection is the relation between the Japanese people and rice, which is the staple foodstuff for them. The annual rate of increase of population in Japan for the last 10 years has been 14 per cent on an average, for land under cultivation, 5 per cent, and of rice production, 10 per cent. As the standard of living goes higher, the consumption of rice increases year after year, today the consumption of rice stands at 1,15 koku (1 koku is about 5 bushels) a year per head on an average. The import of rice has been made imperative to cope with the increasing demand. The yearly import during the six years between 1913 and 1918 amounted to between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 koku on the average. What will be the relations between the population and rice in 1931 if the situation is left alone? The population will stand at 62,000,000 (at the rate of 12

(Continued on page 19)
Why Not Prevent "Neediest Cases?"

Letters from Mothers Who Do Not Ask for Charity

EVERY YEAR AT CHRISTMAS time special efforts are made to soften the lot of a selected number of needy families. The "Hundred Neediest Cases" of the New York Times receive, perhaps, the greatest amount of attention. But there are also many other cases for which special Christmas appeals are made by relief organizations. The Christmas spirit is taken advantage of, for Christmas is a time of giving, and it is part of the joy of Christmas to experience the feeling of satisfaction over having helped to relieve distress. But we have outgrown the idea that the most important aspect or charity is its effect on the soul of the giver. That old idea made nations of beggars, and it is a reprehensible or garrison nowadays that bestows relief without care and instruction. Prevention of poverty and distress is more important than relief, and of all means of prevention, Birth Control stands first. Th most cursory glance over the list of "Neediest Cases" shows that too many children and children born to unfit parents form the basic cause of very much of the distress. "A Mother and eight children were in want when a month was born," "Mary, 17, is the eldest of six children; her mother died three years ago." "Five dollars a week for seven"—mother and six children, of whom the oldest is 10, and father dying in a tuberculosis hospital. So goes the tale. The letters here show the spirit of motherhood which would prevent such tragedies. The demand of the writers for knowledge should be answered, and on another page you will find an account of how the American Birth Control League is planning to help the mothers of New York State by securing the amendment of the law which prevents the giving of contraceptive information.

A CRIPPLED MOTHER

Dear Mrs. Sanger

I have read so much about you and am interested in Birth Control. I am a cripple, 29 years of age. I have had four living children and two are dead, one miscarriage and one still born, and the other was dead when born, having been dead a month before born. I lost my leg through childbirth, after having my third baby. I've had three since my leg was amputated (two inches below the knee) of which only one lives. The eldest is nine, then eight, then six and the baby is nineteen months. But oh, dear friend, could you, and would you tell me what to do so I wouldn't get any more. Oh, it's so hard to get along. My husband has been sick so much, and has been hurt so much in the mines, besides having the "flu" four years ago. It left him almost a complete wreck, of which he never seems to get better. He earns only $2.60 now a day, and has been earning only $2.25. So it's so hard to get along! Oh, I don't feel well either at times, and at present have a large ulcer on my ankle, which is so painful I can never afford help and when I had my babies mother stayed with me ten days and after that I done my own work.

My mother had eight children of whom five are living. She raised us all by scrubbing and washing, as our father was a drunkard and was never sober. So you can imagine the kind of childhood we had—a mean father, never sober, but a kind Christian mother whom we hardly had time to see, as she was so tired at evening when coming home from work.

Dear kind friend, will you please tell me what I could do so I wouldn't get any more children. Oh, we can't even now dress them. We get some old clothes from my people which I make over.

I have been married 10 years and have had 6 children. Oh, God! I wouldn't want any more. How can I give them the care they need, besides we owe close to $500. Oh, if there's a way, dear friend, God will reward you, I'm sure. Surely God even thinks it a sin to bear children into this world and then not to be able to support them, or even give them the necessities of life, such as even proper food, which we don't always have. People are telling me it's God's will that I should have all the children God sends me, but I cannot agree with them. Oh, please help me, so I don't need to bring any more babies into this world to suffer as I do.

YOUNG AND IGNORANT

Dear Friend

As I need a friend, someone like you to help me, I will love you very much. I am a young girl, 18, and I am very ignorant of child-bearing. My Mother never told me anything about it, and I never knewed, until my first baby came, what it was to go through it. He is now fourteen months, and I am in the family way again. I don't want to do nothing now, but after this one I would like you to tell me something.

I like babies very much, but it is like you say, what is the use to bring them into the world and cannot clothe them and keep them?

My husband works on the B and O R R., as a car repair helper. He has been on a strike since July first, but he is back now on a cut rate, which I hope we can live on. All the time he was off, I had to guess and scrape around to find something to eat. Sometimes neighbors gave me something. Now I know what married life is, I, for one, advise no young girl to get married that is ignorant of child-bearing, as I will pity them and every other young mother. I will love you very much, if you will tell me something I am young and ought to be having a good time, but if this keeps up, by the time I am 30 or 40 I will have a baby for every year. Please tell me. Thank you very much.
ONE OF THIRTEEN CHILDREN  

Dear Mrs Sanger

I have read your book, "Woman and the New Race," and, although I myself am not yet married, I no doubt will be some day, I agree with you in every word of it.

I have a sister who has been married but three years, and already has two children and is only twenty three years old. Of course the only thing she has ever tried is the safe period which proved to be of no use, as her last child was born under those circumstances. During her entire pregnancy preceding the birth of the last child, she was sick all the time and had to stay in bed many times when she felt that she must go on with her work, and sometimes did, as they had no hired help. Besides her own two, she is also taking care of her husband's two children by his first wife who is dead, so there is not much use for her to try to rest.

Although she has heard of abortion, she would never try that, as it would mean sure death to her anyway, and she couldn't if she were willing, for they live in the country and are not very well fixed, working hard to bring up the small family they have. My mother gave birth to thirteen children twelve of us now living, one in a sanatorium, where I am afraid my sister will be if she should give birth to another child very soon. I only hope she will be fortunate enough to avoid it until she can find a safe means of preventing it.

I am very well acquainted with these matters, as there has been eight children younger than I, and I can remember four of these births besides others I have witnessed in different families. I am one year and four months younger than my married sister. I will be twenty three in March and she twenty four in December. So, after reading your book, I thought perhaps I could in some way, receive information from you concerning contraceptives which are not at all harmful, for she is naturally weak and afraid of anything that might make her more so. And I can't think of anything that would make her happier than to find something certain for her.

TROUBLES OF FOUR SISTERS  

Dear Mrs Sanger

I am writing to you these few lines to let you know that we are four sisters, and we have seen so much advertisement of your book on Birth Control, so, thinking it was a book that would help us, we sent for it, and we have read what we never knew, and we think that every word you say there is true. Why bring children into this world when we cannot keep them as we should? Dear Mrs Sanger, I will write a little of our lives so you will know why I am asking help from you.

My first sister, now thirty five years old, was married at eighteen, and she married a miner. Things went well for awhile. After children came—one, two, three, four, five, and now there are twelve living children, and if something is not done soon she will be in family way again, and she has to do all her home work for she cannot afford to hire help, and now it is four months her husband did not work on account of the miners' strike. Now he is working two or three days a week, and what can they do with the little he can earn—barely enough to keep them alive.

My other sister married at eighteen, and she married a miner. She is now twenty five and there are four living children and two abortions, and if something is not done for her she will soon be in family way. Her last baby is eighteen months old, and she still nurses it so to keep from family way. But as we read in the book, it will not help.

Another sister, she married at seventeen, and she married a miner, and has been married now two years and has a baby one year old, and she is in family way four months, and she, too, although she has only one, does not seem to know how to make ends meet, for her husband was out of work, too.

Now at last I will talk about myself. When my father died I was 12 years old. Mother kinder lost her mind, so we were three girls and one boy left. My eldest sister had married, so with mother in that condition, I kept house, for we had 12 boarders. I had to quit school, I was only in the third grade when I quit, so things went worse. The boarders left and we had hardly anything to eat. By this time mother was better and so at the age of 14, going on 15, I was married to a coal miner too. Now dear Mrs Sanger, it is 11 years I am married, and I am 26 years old, I have 6 children and 4 abortions, and I can hardly lay when I am carrying them, and at night I cannot turn without my husband helping me, for my leg feels as if it did not have it, and pain all over. I never knew what it is to go and see a show or have a half hour rest. Even on Sunday I have to work to wash clothes and the last baby I have is 3 months old, and the after pains I had, I thought I would die, for four nights and 4 days I could not sleep, and do you wonder if I say, if I can help it, I do not want any more. And there are times I am afraid I will spoil my children's life, for I am nervous if they are playing in the house I am always telling them to keep quiet, do not do this, or do not do that, and know I am not doing right, for they have to play, and still I cannot control myself, and there are days I can hardly keep my eyes open. At night I do not sleep much and I go to bed at midnight and sometimes at 1 o'clock in the morning, so I feel that I can hardly stand it much longer, especially if more children come, and this is my plea. I am 26 years old, I ought to be in the prime of life. Instead it is a misery to me to live if things keep going on as they are, for it seems to me I always was a woman. I can never remember what play is, for we had boarders, and after school I had to work. At 15 married, what pleasure for my life had I? So please Mrs Sanger try to help my sisters and me and surely God will reward you.

To believe your own thought, to believe that what is true for you in your private heart is true for all men—that is genius. Speak your latent conviction, and it shall be the universal sense, for the unmost in due time becomes the outmost.”

—EMERSON
The Birth Control Movement in England

At the time of the Fifth International Birth Control Conference in London, the leaders of the English Malthusian League enlarged the scope of their work, and launched a new organization—the New Generation League. The old League had been conducted on the somewhat narrow lines of the individualistic philosophy of Malthus and his successors. The new League was explained by Mrs B.I. Drysdale at the public meeting at Kingsway Hall, when she gave a description of its initiation and purposes.

As Secretary of the old society, formed after the Brad laugh and Besant trial in 1877, I come to tell you that we are going to form. I will not say exactly a new society, although, perhaps, it would be better described as such. We find that the little shop, built of stout timbers, which has stood the storm and stress of forty-four years, seems to be getting a little cramped, a little shabby, a little out of date. When people who are accustomed to fine linens, fine passenger boats, with plenty of bands and dancing room, and I know not what, look at this old ocean tramp, they feel she is not doing and cannot do all that is required of her.

The Malthusian League is out to bring about this reform by any and every means in its power, and it is not a society to stand in the way of a general wish. There has been a strongly expressed wish within recent times that we should have a society that would bring in that very large body of popular and public opinion in favor of birth control on various terms and from various points of view, but at least in favor of Birth Control. Some say “I have neither the time nor the interest, nor am I political views like yours. I do not agree with many things that the Malthusian League stands for.” But the Malthusian League stands for Birth Control first and foremost, and only wishes to enunciate certain principles.

We held a meeting on July 6th, and on the unanimous proposal of the Malthusian League, it was decided that we should form a society called “The New Generation League,” keeping in consonance with our present magazine, which is called *The New Generation*. It was decided that we should have “The New Generation League for Human Welfare through Birth Control,” and that this fine new shop, with new paint and looking very smart, should set out to do her work, but on her passenger list will always be found room for that little stalwart body which stood strongly by the population law enunciated by Malthus, and the followers that have come since.

To begin with, Birth Controllers are not Herods. They are not out for Birth Control because they dislike children. They are not out to destroy children. They are not out to encourage the getting rid of children, or not having them. We want as many children born as can be born under good conditions, with a chance to flourish. We do not want a state of society in the future which makes it necessary for us, every time we go outside, to see evidence of unemployment. Every time we pass into this hall, we see numbers of miserable men looking about for jobs, or even carrying our own hoardings. The very men who advertise these meetings, and who are paid small sums for their work, are part of that wretched body of people who either should not have been born or should have been born to better conditions—one thing or the other.

In that sense we are out to make a new world. As I have said, we are not Herods, and we are not out for immorality. Because people will be sensible and understand, and practice Birth Control in marriage is no reason why we should not give the teaching, for fear some young unmarried people may make improper use of it. There is an improper use to be made of everything in life, there is no good thing that cannot be turned to an evil thing. The prejudices are only there, because the thing is new. I suppose in ten years a person should be thought almost an idiot who early in life, did not know and understand, cleanly and morally, and without any false shame, all there is to know about Birth Control, and why and when it should be used.

We are a conservative set of people in this country. That has its very good side. It takes a long time to move us, but once moved, once we understand, we are steadfast to our principles, and I am personally very delighted to see the results of the conference we are holding this week. Some of us have worked very hard organizing it, and I must say the results have exceeded our warmest expectations.

But to come back, I should like to say this society says this:

1. That families can and should be controlled to the numbers that can be maintained by the parents themselves,
2. That quality is better than mere quantity in children,
3. That every mother should have the chance to “space out” her children for the better health and conditions of herself and her family,
4. That people who are suffering from hereditary diseases—such as cancer, epilepsy, insanity or syphilis—should not have children,
5. That at hospitals, institutions, welfare centers, etc, where the sick, the very poor, or otherwise less fit members of society apply for public assistance in various ways, they should be specially encouraged and carefully taught to limit their families for the sake of the children themselves.

These are the five reasons we give for asking you to join the league. Someone the other day applied for our practical leaflet. When he received it, we sent a little form asking him to join the league. He wrote back, “What do I get out of the society?” “Why should I join?” We had to tell this gentleman that he would not get anything, but we expected him entirely to give. If the joy of giving was any reward it would be his.
Well, why do we want people to join the league? One lady said, “Do not bother me, I am converted” Of course, that is why she should join. Those present at this meeting tonight belong to the great mass of people who are comparatively well off, who have the necessaries of life, and a little to spare, with leisure and education. But there are huge masses in the neighborhood of our Welfare Center and in other parts of London, where the greatest poverty, ignorance, degradation and hopelessness prevail! It is to you we look to join the league and help to form an educated public opinion, and otherwise help us to get this work done. We feel that the governing classes, ourselves among them, have been responsible for this ignorance and degradation, and it is time to say to the Government “You have already welfare stations scattered galore over the country. You have all kinds of institutions organized for the welfare of the people. To this curative work, add the still more curative work—the preventive prophylaxis of Birth Control.”

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Immorality and Birth Control

Editor, Birth Control Review

It was just before the war burst upon the world that I was in Berlin and talking with a very well informed German woman. She had been a trained nurse for many years and so in touch with countless maternity cases. Said she “One third of the children born in Germany are illegitimate.” It is interesting to realize that if the parents of these children had had contraceptives, these unloved, unwanted little ones, mere consequences, would not have been born, there would have been space, food, work for all, there would have been no need for new territory, and the horrible war, with its incalculable after-effects, would have been unthought of.

Some one says to me, “But think of the immorality which the free knowledge of contraceptives would incur.” Ah, my friend, would those parents of one third of the babies born in Germany be more immoral if those poor babies had not been born? Those who wish to indulge in sensuality will do so under any circumstances. Surely it were better that they did not reproduce their kind?

M P G

A Champion of Birth Control

To the Editor

You perhaps do not know that we have in Oakland an earnest advocate of Birth Control, who is daring to intelligently champion this cause in the interests of humanity from the Bench. Judge E. C Robinson of the Superior Court, who also is judge of the Juvenile Court for Alameda County, recommends sterilization of sub normals and moral degenerates and, I understand, prefers to give the prisoner choice between being sterilized and a comparatively light sentence, or a long prison term without sterilization.

Not a few willingly submit to the simple operation with the result, frequently, of a decided mental improvement. The operation thus becomes a health measure and accomplishes the two-fold result of bettering the patient, while preventing the propagating of other inferior.

I am reliably informed that a bill will be introduced in the State Legislature next term legalizing sterilization as a matter of public health and morals, rather than on the ground of the welfare of the individual’s health and possible mental improvement (under the present law)

Judge Robinson, addressing a meeting recently of over six hundred members of the Parent Teachers’ Association, said: “Those who oppose the sterilization of sub normals thereby advocate the bringing of mental defectives into the world.” I have known of several instances where, in his addresses to various organizations, clubs and schools, this gentleman has unhesitatingly and forcefully presented his views on this important subject.

Perhaps an article for the Review could be secured from Judge Robinson outlining his position in this matter and telling you of results.

RAYMOND H. ARNOLD

FROM THE VIENNA NEWSPAPERS

(Continued from page 7)

THERE IS NO MORE drastic argument for a decrease of the birthrate than the startling decrease in all the needs of life, even of those actually essential to existence. But apart from the questions of necessity and of humanity, it is clear to every thinking person that a society, which can not succeed in holding childbirth free from martyrdom, for feta the right to ask help from America for over population. First the means of subsistence, then the increase of population, which does not understand this, and who cries out at the consequences as immoral, is a fool or a monster.

The 60 million krone of the Vienna Woman’s Hospital (all other charitable institutions are in the same position) will, however, help to make plain the road which must be followed—methodical instruction in Birth Control in institutions for the care of the sick, free medical advice to women, and instruction to mothers without means at traveling clinics, such as has just been opened by the league against compulsory motherhood. The expense, and, on account of the death of the babies, often the uselessness of childbirth force us to this. Only through this help will all this misery be avoided, as well as the increasing prevalence of artificial abortion. Already this aspect of our times is bad enough to indicate the need of a new method of caring for health.

In England and Holland there have been for a long time such mothers’ clinics, although some anger in certain circles is aroused thereby. Advice through dispensers, making possible a deliberately regulated birth control, is a matter of necessity for mankind and for the future. What in rich England stands as a work of humanity, impoverished Austria is a duty on all those who—apart from hypocrisy and class selfishness—wish to serve humanity.

Der Morgen, Wien
On to Albany!

The Legislative Committee of the American Birth Control League begins the New Year with an intensive campaign for the introduction of a proposed amendment to the New York State Law.

Representatives of social agencies, physicians and many thousands of registered voters have urged the need for immediate agitation at Albany for the introduction of the following amendment:

"The giving by a physician licensed to practice to any person applying to him or her, of information or advice in regard to, or the supplying by such physician, or on a prescription signed legibly by him or her, to any person applying to him or her of any article or medicine for the prevention of conception is not an offense under this article."

The Legislative Committee needs the assistance and co-operation of every man and woman who believes in family limitation. 300 doctors in Greater New York have endorsed this program. Petitions with hundreds of names are in the hands of this Committee.

There are four ways to assist with this campaign:

First—Interview or write your Senator and Assemblyman and give him the fundamental principles of Birth Control—urge his impartial consideration of the amendment.

Second—Arrange for us to address your club and other organizations.

Third—Agitate and educate for the individual and organized support of this Committee.

Fourth—Send a contribution towards the expense of literature for this campaign. Make checks or money orders payable to Frances B. Ackerman, Treasurer.

The time has come for an open and courageous fight for the lawful and scientific dissemination of Birth Control information.

While Birth Control is not a panacea, it must precede all other agencies for Social betterment. It must serve them as a base.

The passage of this law will establish a foundation for future development of social work. It is the key to the difficult problems of family, State and Nation. As such it deserves your immediate understanding, support and active interest.

The Legislative Committee Wants Your Co-operation.

Educational literature can be obtained at the National Headquarters, 104 Fifth Avenue. We urge you to send for it. Your friends and neighbors should be informed on this subject.
Book Reviews

A Review by Anne G. Porrut
SAFE MARRIAGE A RETURN TO SANITY, by Ette A. Rout
William Heinemann (Medical Books) Ltd London pp 78

It is with some surprise that one finds Miss Ette A. Rout whose devoted service to humanity is beyond doubt or dispute and who had several years of experience in combating venereal disease as a voluntary war worker still puts her faith to the trial of book of prostitution, with medical examination of the women, and especially to self dis-

rection for men after exposure. She urges the use of the prophylactic packet and praises highly the Health Department of the State of Penn sylvania for advertising and retaining such packets with the printed directions for use. She admonishes other countries to follow the example of America, and quotes authorities in favor of the use of prophylactics after infection, without giving any attention to the large volume of evidence which is unfavorable. After careful investigation into their use, a committee in London appointed by the Ministry of Health came to the conclusion that the most carefully organized packet system, such as now exists in the army (a system which would be unattainable in the civil community) has not produced such a general reduction in the incidence of venereal disease as to counteract the disadvantages men tolerate. The American army, however, after experimenting for five years prior to 1917 decided against the use of the packet as an official measure in its programme for combating venereal disease. Paul Popovne, one of the leaders in the anti venereal disease campaign, also discredit the prophylactic packet. "Administratively," he writes "the proper instruction of men and their intelligent use of the method has been found difficult, and in a large measure impracticable. Even in the armies where men are under strict supervision, there is serious question of its usefulness in the American army and navy, it was considered of too little value to be officially recognized as a factor in the general pro-

gramme for combating venereal diseases. "With such evidence against it it is hardly fair to accuse its opponents as Miss Rout does in her book of having blinded their eyes and hardened their hearts, that they should not see with their eyes nor understand with their heart and be converted. Many Americans who are entirely opposed to self disinfection, have written mighty volumes denouncing the packet as an official disease and the record of the American army and navy in the Great War —without the prophylactic packet—was better than the record of the army and navy of any other great nation even where the prophylactic packet was part of the equipment of each soldier and sailor.

Miss Rout even laments the repeal of the British Contagious Diseases Acts —the acts aimed against women suspected of prostitution, to destroy which Mrs. Josephine Butler consecrated her life. She is oblivious of the immense volume of evidence of the part of the tolerated house of prostitution in promoting the white slave traffic and of the slavery inflicted on women who are thus put under official regulation as instru-

ments for the satisfaction of the passions of men. It is true that Miss Rout urges equal treatment of men and women and recognizes the danger of permitting diseased men to carry their infection into clean quarters. But she holds women equally responsible with men, indeed more responsible for the prevalence of venereal diseases and remarks that "it would be much less untrue (than laying the whole responsibility upon the men) to say that the remedy for the venereal problem is clean women."

It must not be supposed that because Miss Rout favors the tolerated house, and herself even supervised such a house in Paris for over a year (1918-1919), she regards immorality with complacency. Normal marriage is her ideal, and she holds that neither man nor woman is naturally in the least attracted by promiscuous intercourse. On the contrary, she asserts it is repugnant to both. For the sake of health and happiness she continues there is everything to be said for early marriage. But to make early marriage possible she holds that women must be able to control fecundity. On this point she is convinced and emphatic, and to help in making it possible for women to exercise this control she devotes the whole of the second part of her book to detailed instructions in contraceptive methods.

It is to the women that Miss Rout looks for the purification of the blood stream of the world. They must learn to understand both the control of conception and the control of the venereal diseases—how to prevent the birth of the unfit and to secure the birth of the fit. If women are brave enough and wise enough, she adds, they can in most cases wipe out the scourge of venereal disease from their own hearths and homes and ensure that every child born is at least physically fit.

Miss Rout's ideal is an ideal endorsed by every thinking man and woman—English and American. Our only doubt concerns the methods which she advocates for realizing it.

A Review by William J. Fielding
PSYCHOANALYSIS AND LOVE, by Andre Tridon
Brentano's New York 1922
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The Birth Control Review

Mr. Trudeau is in the vanguard of the times in all his social ideas. He is wholeheartedly in sympathy with the principle of Birth Control by means of contraception. Furthermore, he advocates the right of woman, if she wishes an abortion performed when in spite of all contraceptive measures pregnancy has taken place.

A Review by Virginia C. Young


Among the many books on the very popular subject of the Child this one is sure to catch the eye of one glancing over a book counter because of the name of its author. Dr. Chapin has done so much along scientific and practical lines for the coming race that one listens with interest and respect to him as one speaking with authority. Besides his very leading position among the child specialists of New York (and the country), Dr. Chapin and his wife have placed many scores of infants for adoption—waifs who have measured up to the standards of the best families and without exception have given the greatest satisfaction to their adopting parents. So that the positions taken in the book are the result of careful and successful experiment.

Dr. Chapin is of those who value the work of the eugenist but who believe emphatically that environment is far more important in the development of the human animal than heredity and that the higher we go the less evolution counts biologically. Given a healthy body, with no abnormal traits or tendencies the early years of a child's life are much more important than its embryonic development and its future depends upon nurture rather than upon nature. For the human social unit is developed by a new set of forces which have had little or no influence in the animal kingdom. It is the lives that men and women live which create the social inheritance of the race.

Dr. Chapin makes a strong plea for Birth Control based upon his study of a group of one thousand children. He noted among other things of this group that the families earning the higher wages were small while the larger families were almost invariably in the low-wage class. There is nothing admirable, says our author, in bringing forth children who are born to privation and suffering. This is not so much race suicide as race homicide.


This is a reprint of a booklet published over 35 years ago. It recommends a form of Birth Control allied to the Karensa of the Onondaga Community. Its tone is excellent and many of our readers may find it helpful, but whether practical or not, this form of Birth Control is not likely to find sufficient favor to make it any real factor in the problem of overpopulation.

PERIODICALS

The Atlantic Monthly (Boston) for December contains an article by Ethel Puffer Hawes in which she discusses the difficulties which surround women's work outside of the home, on account of its lack of continuity. Mrs. Hawes does not minimize the difficulties that surround the problem and she offers no easy solution of it. But by her insight and clear analysis she makes a notable contribution to this much misunderstood subject.

The New Republic (New York) in its special book number for November 29th pays considerable attention to the question of Population. The article by Professor E. A. Ross is based on the books by Carr Saunders and E. A. Pell.

American Medicine (New York) for October, comments editorially on the declining birthrate which it holds "is not disadvantageous to communities so far as numerical population is concerned, because of the concomitant decline in infant mortality." There is little question, continues the editorial, that sheer growth in numbers is not necessarily indicative of the virility of a nation. The tremendous gains in method of infant salvage insure the life of many thousands of children whose existence is a liability rather than an asset. The defective, the blind, the deaf the maimed and the diseased do not constitute an evidence of strength but rather indications of social weakness. There is comment on the fact that poorest stocks multiply most rapidly but no recommendation of popular instruction in Birth Control.

The New Generation (London) for November contains an interesting interview with Bertrand Russell. Mr. Russell was in China and Japan shortly before Mrs. Sanger's visit last spring. He emphatically confirms her conclusions concerning the likelihood of war unless Birth Control is adopted as a world policy. It was my experience in the East," he said, which brought home to me the absolute necessity of Birth Control.

BOOKS RECEIVED

From Doubleday, Page and Co., Garden City, N. Y. CERTAIN PEOPLE OF IMPORTANCE by Kathleen Norris.


From the Macmillan Co., N. Y. THREE ACRES AND LIBERTY, by Bolton Hall.

A PRAYER

I know that at the end of some day the sun will send its last look upon me to bid me farewell. The tired wanderer will pipe on his reed the idle tunes by the wayside. The cattle will graze on the slope of the river's bank. The children with careless clamor will play in their court yards and birds will sing. But my days will come to their end. This is my prayer to thee, that I may know before I leave Why the green earth raised her eyes into the light and called me to her arms. Why the silence of the night spoke to me of stars. And daylight stirred in my life glad ripples—This is my prayer to thee, When the time comes for me to go, Let me see thy face in the light of this life. And know that thou hast accepted the garland of beauty that was woven in my heart. When the time comes for me to go—TACRE.

THE BIRTH CONTROL MOVEMENT IN JAPAN

(Continued from page 9)

People's Hospital, Prof. Isso Abe, of the Waseda University, and Baron and Baroness Keikichi Ishimoto.

Japan has no definite law against Birth Control as some of the states of North America have. It is a great help to this movement in the future. The police are generous in allowing the literary discussion of this movement, but very severe toward teaching the practical method, supposing it to be a crime against morality. Therefore, the future of the Birth Control movement in Japan is much dependent upon its governmental attitude, but more on the education and courage of the people.
Press Clippings

MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE IN THE UNITED STATES

Speech by Archibald McNeil, Jr., of Bridgeport, Conn.

In the United States there are

Thirteen thousand girls, fifteen years old, legally married
Fifty thousand, sixteen years old, married
Sixteen hundred boys, fifteen years old, married
Three thousand boys, sixteen years old, married

No minority age limit for marriage in seventeen States
Legal marriage age for girls twelve years and boys fourteen years in nine States

No prohibition of marriage of the feeble minded in nineteen States
Where prohibited the feeble minded applicant may marry on his or her sworn statement of legal mental capacity

In thirty five States there is no prohibition of intermarriage of the white, black, brown, yellow and red races

Inherited diseases cost $50,000,000 for care every year of children of feeble minded, tubercular and diseased parents, whose marriage was and would be now legal in most States

Divorce, not obtainable on any ground in one State, is granted in another on evidence of bad temper of husband or wife

“I am going to discuss a question I think of more interest to the intelligent and thinking women of Connecticut than any political issue of this campaign,” said Mr. McNeil, “and that is the crying need for uniform marriage and divorce laws

“The hodgepodge of existing laws, the result of this laxity and lack of uniformity has resulted in more misery, unhappiness and divorce than any other one cause in the domestic relationship. In seventeen States there is no age established too young for legal marriage. In nine of them—Florida, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee and Vermont—the common law age is twelve years for girls and fourteen years for boys. In New Hampshire, Tennessee and Maryland girls of sixteen are permitted to marry without consent of their parents.

“In nineteen States there is absolutely no law restraining the feeble minded from marrying and in States where there are restrictive laws the applicants may themselves swear they are fit to marry. In most States of the Union children, the diseased, the irresponsible and the feeble minded, are permitted to marry.

“Divorce laws! You all know the methods employed to procure a divorce and that evidence legally good in one State does not hold in another.

“In New Hampshire there are fourteen grounds on which divorce may be procured, including desertion and drunkenness. In Kentucky there are eleven, joining a religious sect and an ungovernable temper being two of them. In North Carolina a divorce is not granted on any grounds. In Connecticut infidelity, fraudulent contract, wilful desertion and habitual drunkenness are sufficient evidence

“There is only one solution of this jumble of marriage—a national uniform marriage and divorce law. If I am elected I shall introduce such a measure in Congress. I would go further and make it necessary for both contracting parties to present certificates signed by a reputable physician certifying they are in good health and free from transmissible disease.

“Domestic happiness, love of home and family, the health of the coming generation of children is far more important in my mind than the tariff and the rest of the political issues of this campaign.

“It is not important whether I am elected to Congress or not, but it is important that the women of Connecticut organize and get behind legislation of this kind vigorously. Women have a wonderful opportunity to do good in politics. By concerted effort, by organization, by unity of purpose they can bring politics and legislation to a higher plane than ever before.”—N Y World, Oct 29

THE alcoholic persons often have very many children. I take this statement from a great number of doctors whom I have questioned on the birth rate. Those of the Orne, a department where drunkards are numerous, have affirmed it strongly. This may be understood, it is through excess of prudence that the French do not have children and the drunks are the least prudent of men.—DR J BERTILLON (France)
The Proceedings of the First American Birth Control Conference Are Now to Be Had in Book Form

BIRTH CONTROL
WHAT IT IS = = =
HOW IT WORKS =
WHAT IT WILL DO

The papers are addressed to the lay reader and are neither technical nor difficult. If you want to know all about the question of Birth Control read this volume.

Keep it on your shelves for reference.
Give it to your local Library.
Present a copy to your minister and to your doctor.

Price $5.00 a volume.

THE BIRTH CONTROL REVIEW, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City

THE REPUTATION PROBLEM OF JAPAN
(Continued from page 10)

per cent increase a year), the rice consumption at 86,000,000 koku (at the rate of 1.43 koku a year consumed per person), and the rice production in Japan at 66,000,000 koku (at the rate of 10 per cent increase a year). Thus it will be seen that Japan will be suffering from a shortage of as much as 20,000,000 koku of rice a year. Calculating the price of rice at 20 yen per koku, 400,000,000 yen will be required to import the shortage.

The trade of Japan has increased between two to four times for the last ten years, while the import trade of rice will have to be increased by five to six times for the coming ten years. As a matter of fact the rice import has been worst of all import trades. Altogether it would be impossible to anticipate such a tremendous increase in the importation of rice, but the authorities of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce always try to assure us of the possibility of meeting the increasing shortage of rice in Japan with import of foreign rice. The facts cited above, however, do not warrant such an optimistic view. By way of coping with the food problem, a scientific study must be made of means for the increase of rice production on the one hand, and the prevention of unnecessary consumption on the other. In a country like Japan, where things are wasted by luxury, there may yet be room for the prevention of unnecessary consumption of rice, but as regards the increase of production, it may safely be declared to be impossible, as is shown by the fact that no country in the world produces so much rice per acre as Japan. The producing capacity of the rice fields in Japan are taxed to their maximum extent. This view is endorsed by Dr. Otohe Inagaki, the best authority on the subject in Japan. It would be impossible to solve the food problem except by eating rice mixed with various inferior cereals, which the Japanese people cannot stand.

NOW THE REMAINING WAY of solving the population question lies in birth control. Apart from whether it is right or wrong, Japan will have to adopt the policy in order to cope with her ever increasing population. There is no other so effective way. It is most important for both the government and the people of Japan to make a serious and careful study of the question. It is not the intention here to argue whether birth control is good or bad, or to discuss means for enforcing it. Birth control is now the most important question of the world. In England, America, France and Germany, the stage of argument is already past and these countries are now entering on the stage of practice. In Holland, the government itself is encouraging birth control. Two of the greatest men of thought in the world, Bertrand Russell and H. G. Wells, have both warned the Japanese nation, saying that Japan must adopt birth control, an advice which the people of Japan cannot overlook.
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are all you need to make marred and time-dimmed furniture look new again. Here's the way:
Wring out a cloth in cold water, and sprinkle on it a few drops of 3-in-One Oil.
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This is the way thousands of particular housewives polish furniture, and their homes are garden spots of beauty.
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- **Carbozine Antiseptic Tablets**: A necessity for women — 24 for $1.00
- **Carbozine Surgical Gauze**: (Trial size) A handy method for wounds — 25
- **Carbozine Effervescent Salts**: Laxative and purgative, 15 oz — 1.00

Write us regarding your health problems. All letters confidential. Information free. Agents wanted.

**Carbozine Laboratory**
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**PULVOSAN**

**Vaginal Douche Powder and General Antiseptic**

Which, if used daily, will produce the clean sanitary sensation desired by women of refinement.

**PULVOSAN** is thoroughly Antiseptic and prophylactic. It is easily soluble, agreeable and refreshing in effect, and does not contain any harmful or irritating drugs.

**PULVOSAN** is highly recommended in the treatment of Leucorrhea. This condition is often neglected to an aggravating extent until it becomes chronic, thereby greatly impairing the health. The use of **PULVOSAN** corrects this condition.
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**SEX CONDUCT IN MARRIAGE**

Editor in Chief of Health and Life

Answers simply and directly those intimate questions which have been so often asked and not directly answered by other writers. It is a simple straightforward explanation uncloyed by any sinister or misleading ideas.

A few of the many headings are:
- When the Sex Function Should Be Used.
- Sex Wrestling in Childbed.
- The Effort of Marriage.
- The Art of a Beautiful Conception.
- Sexual Communion.
- The Scientific Control of Conception.
- Sex Fear Destroyed.
- The Frequency of the Sex Act.
- The Initiation to Matrimony.
- Anatomy and Physiology of the Sex Organ.
- The Spontaneous Expression of Love.
- Why Women Have Been Subjected.
- Men Who Marry in Ignorance.
- Hereditary Passion.
- Marriage a Joy to the End.

Send your check or money order today for only $1.75 and this remarkable book will be sent postpaid immediately in a plain wrapper. A copy of the great new magazine, "Health and Life," will be sent free to each purchaser of the above book.
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Can You Read?—Then Don't Miss

WOMAN FROM BONDAGE TO FREEDOM
By RALCY HUSTED BELL

A marvelously fascinating account of woman's trial from the care days of twentieth century freedom and a quietly humorous merciless expose of her treatment by man and religion.

Here pass in colorful procession the virgins of the Shrine and Juggernaut the Heteros of the Greeks, the debased women of China, Thibet and Japan the jewelled perfumed creatures of Egypt. Hypatia marked of beauty learning and virtue stripped of her garments paraded through the streets and torn limb from limb on the steps of the cathedral, the early Christian women.

St Paul who so loved the spirit that he hated the flesh, and woman Luther's dear rib—the three kinds of Roman wows the humiliation of women under the laws of different countries, the modern woman and religion etc etc etc.

"Woman From Bondage to Freedom is the most important book written in decades and one which will play a leading part for the next hundred years in revolutionizing society.

It advocates the granting of liberties to women which will startled at first even the most extreme advocate of feminine equality.

And it also paints a convincing picture of the relations of man and woman as they should and will be.

No Well Informed Man or Woman Can Afford to Miss It.

Cloth bound, 230 pages Price $2.00

At your bookseller or postpaid from
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WOMAN, MORALITY AND BIRTH CONTROL

Helpful essays which give the author's clear-sighted views regarding Birth Control.

MAN AND WOMAN

The book which reveals to each other Woman and Men as they are. By Havelock Ellis.

LITTLE ESSAYS OF LOVE AND VIRTUE


SEX AND COMMON SENSE

By Maude Royden. In this book the famous English woman preacher gives a noble estimate of the influence of sex in life, and gives reasons for approving Birth Control.

POPULATION AND BIRTH CONTROL


WAGES AND THE COST OF LIVING

A paper written for the economic and statistical section of the British Association at Birmingham in September, 1918. By Havelock Ellis.

THE SMALL FAMILY SYSTEM

A new approach to the moral and mental freedom through birth control. By Dr. C. V. Drysdale.

LAW OF POPULATION

Its consequences and its bearing upon human conduct and morals. By Anna Besant.

CHILDREN BY CHANCE OR BY CHOICE

An admirable presentation of the art of love in marriage. By William G. Smith.

WEEDS

A story showing the evils of uncontrolled breeding by the Unit. Will be enjoyed by every social service worker. By Richard Connell.
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